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ABSTRACT 
This master thesis describes how the amount of outdating for convenience products can be 
reduced at the PLUS stores from the point of view of Hollander Barendrecht B.V. Moreover, 
the focus of this research project is to find optimal case pack sizes for the convenience 
products while taking the entailed additional supply chain operational costs into account.  

Currently, one part of the convenience products can be ordered in multiples of 2 consumer 
units. The other part can be ordered in a larger case pack size of 4 or 6 consumer units. The 
research project developed an optimization model for two kinds of inventory control policies: 
the EWA-policy and the (R,s,S)-policy. The model specifies the optimal case pack sizes, which 
minimizes the costs of waste for each PLUS store taking the handling costs at the PLUS stores 
and at Hollander Barendrecht B.V. into account. It is found that the entailed additional 
handling costs are very small. Nevertheless, there are large savings possible in the costs of 
waste while the fill rate service level remains the same or become even higher.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report is the result of a master thesis project conducted at Hollander Barendrecht B.V. (in 
sequence HB), a logistic service provider of both perishable (fruit and vegetables) and semi-
perishable products (diary, convenience products) in the Netherlands. HB is a subsidiary of 
The Greenery B.V. (an international fresh produce company) and daily delivers refrigerated 
products to 265 PLUS stores in the Netherlands. In this research project, the amount of 
outdating for convenience products at the PLUS stores over the whole country is of interest.  

PROBLEM DEFINITION 
Currently, one part of the convenience products can be ordered in multiples of 2 consumer 
units. The other part can be ordered in a larger case pack size of 4 or 6 consumer units.  PLUS 
stores are confronted with high costs of waste. Case pack size adjustment may help to reduce 
the amount of outdating. Therefore, HB wants to quantify and investigate the optimal case 
pack size for convenience products. 

A smaller case pack size will increase the number of order lines and affects the handling 
activities at HB and at the PLUS stores. So, this research project takes three kinds of costs into 
account: (1) costs of waste, (2) handling costs at HB, and (3) handling costs at the PLUS stores. 
The research question is introduced as follows:  

What are, to reduce the cost of waste at the stores of PLUS Retail, the optimal case pack sizes for 
convenience products at HB, considering entailed additional supply chain costs? 

 

The handling costs at HB depend on the picking activities of the order pickers. The order 
pickers in the warehouse of HB travel according to an S-shaped pattern, which is called the 
traversal strategy. If the number of order lines increase due to the reduction in case pack size 
the average total walking time of an order will remain the same. However, the total picking 
time increases because of the extra activities to stop and grab the extra items. Therefore, the 
stop and grab time are considered as the relevant costs. Furthermore, the adjustment in case 
pack size affects the replenishment process at PLUS, which can be divided into the following 
activities: unloading the truck, stacking process and mark down process. Each PLUS store is 
daily provided with refrigerated products delivered by HB. Consequently, since “unloading the 
truck”-activity is executed every day it will not be affected by the adjustment in case pack size. 
The same applies for the walking time from the backroom to the convenience products 
department. Therefore, the time to execute the stacking process and the marking down 
process is considered as the relevant costs.  

RESEARCH DESIGN 
The most influential cost component is the cost of waste. However, at the time of the 
investigation it was not known which impact a decrease of case pack size had on the stop and 
grabbing costs at HB and on the handling costs at the PLUS stores. Therefore, an extensive 
research was conducted at three PLUS stores and in the warehouse of HB.  

COST OF WASTE 
The current inventory control policy of PLUS stores resembles the (R,s,nQ)-policy. The 
parameter R is the length of the review period. The parameter s denotes the dynamic reorder 
level and Q the fixed case pack size. The replenishment order is created only when the 
inventory position at a review moment is strictly below the dynamic reorder level. Then, a 
number of case packs (n) are ordered to bring the inventory position after ordering at or above 
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the reorder level. However, this research project applies a modified (R,s,nQ)-policy called the 
EWA-policy. The only difference between the EWA-policy and the (R,s,nQ)-policy is that the 
last one takes into account the expected outdating (     ) when a replenishment order is 
created. In fact, the number of CU’s marked down and the amount of outdating at the last day 
before the expiration is known when clerks mark down before they place an order. Therefore, 
it is possible to apply the EWA-policy in order to approximate the relative outdating. 

Besides the EWA-policy, a second inventory policy is analysed: the (R,s,S)-policy. This policy 
assumes that there is a minimum order quantity (MOQ) equal to the order up to level (S) 
minus the reorder level (s) plus 1 rather than a base replenishment quantity, Q. So the 
expected order size       has a minimal quantity (MOQ) and it is possible to order even more 
items. This inventory policy also takes the expected outdating into account when a 
replenishment order is created.  

Note, although it is interesting to investigate the reduction in the costs of waste, it is essential 
for stores to order enough items to obtain a high customer service level (= fill rate). Therefore, 
this research project also takes the fill rate, when determining the expected amount of 
outdating, into account. 

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
This section transforms the relevant costs into a mathematical model. From this point forward 
the research is focused on detailed level, which means that the relevant costs are determined 
for every PLUS store in the supply chain. In addition, the fill rate penalty cost is introduced. 
This penalty is implemented into the model to prevent a reduction of the fill rate. The model 
can be applied to determine the total yearly costs in the supply chain.  

RESEARCH RESULTS 
A unique tool was made to answer the sub questions and main question. The tool determines 
the optimal case pack sizes for the average demand per day per SKU per store between      = 

0,05 CU’s until      = 2 CU’s. The results show that the policy, which results in the lowest 

yearly costs, is the (R,s,S)-policy. This applies for SKU’s with   = 9;   = 12;   = 14. Table 1 
displays the optimal MOQ-sizes for different ranges of      when m = 9, 12, and 14. For 

example, PLUS stores should order MOQ = 5 when average daily demand is equal to 1,2 CU’s 
for SKU’s with m = 12.  

MOQ Range of      when m = 9 Range of      when m = 12 Range of      when m = 14 

MOQ = 1                            0,46 

MOQ = 2 0,73                             - 

MOQ = 3            0,73                  0,46        0,71 

MOQ = 4            1,23                 0,71        1,02  

MOQ = 5            1,70                1,02        1,15 

MOQ = 6       1,70 1,43        1,63 1,15        1,39 

MOQ = 7 - 1,63        1,87 1,39        1,47 

MOQ = 8 -       1,87       1,47 
TABLE 1: RANGE OF MU_DAY PER MOQ-SIZE WHEN M = 9, 12, AND 14 

Further, the potential savings of three SKU’s are determined for all PLUS stores: (1) Pizza 
Toscana, (2) Macaroni Bolognese, and (3) Nasi Goreng. It is shown that there are large 
potential savings possible when using the (R,s,S)-policy with optimal MOQ-sizes compared to 
the current situation. The entailed additional costs for the grabbing activities at HB are 
relatively small compared to the savings in the costs of waste. In contrast, the impact of using 
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the (R,s,S)-policy results in a decrease in handling costs at the PLUS stores. Nevertheless, both 
cost components are relatively small compared to the large savings in costs of waste, even 
when the grabbing times at HB and the handling times at the PLUS stores are multiplied by 10. 
By using the fill rate penalty costs it is shown that the average fill rate in the optimal situation 
remains the same or becomes even higher compared to the average fill rate in the current 
situation. There are, even by using the penalty costs, large potential savings possible in the 
costs of waste. Finally, the efficient frontier curve is shown to analyse the trade-off between 
the lost sales and relative outdating in more detail. For example, the percentage of decrease in 
the relative outdating is large for high values of      when the (R,s,S)-policy is applied.  

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
There are two possibilities to implement the mathematical model for the PLUS stores: 

1. DEVELOP TOOL 
The results of the optimal MOQ-sizes (see Table 1) should be determined for each individual 
SKU’s. This can be executed by using the unique tool of this research project. PLUS Retail (= 
headquarters) should develop and control this tool. Specific changes, for example the minimal 
inventory level, can be made individually by the entrepreneurs. The result is a product specific 
tool which provides entrepreneurs optimal MOQ-sizes for their convenience products. 

2. ADAPTATION OF G&A 
The second possibility is to implement the mathematical model into the current ordering 
algorithm (= G&A).  One should first start a pilot, before the adjusted G&A is implemented for 
all PLUS stores. The number of PLUS stores involved should be limited for executing the pilot 
and should be representative for the whole population. The pilot should run for about 6 
months. In that way, sufficient information can be collected for possible improvements. When 
the results of the pilot are positive, PLUS Retail can implement the adaptation in G&A 
permanently. 

CONCLUSION 
This master thesis project developed a mathematical model that determines the optimal case 
pack sizes for the convenience products at HB to reduce the costs of waste at the PLUS stores. 
It can be concluded that the replenishment policy of PLUS stores is not cost optimal when 
looking to the total relevant costs in the supply chain. In general, the costs of waste are the 
largest cost component and therefore the most important to reduce. It is shown that a 
relatively small investment at HB results in large savings in the costs of waste when the 
(R,s,S)-policy is applied.  In addition, there are still large savings possible when the fill rate 
penalty cost is included to the model to prevent a reduction in the fill rate. Furthermore, the 
(R,s,S)-policy shows that the percentage of decrease in relative outdating is large for PLUS 
stores with high average daily demand compared to the current policy. Vice versa, the 
percentage of decrease in relative outdating is small when the average daily demand is low. 
However, the savings in the costs of waste depend on the amount of outdating. In turn, the 
amount of outdating depends on the combination of the average daily demand, the shelf life, 
and the current case pack size. 
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PART I PROJECT DEFINITION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 

The basic setup of this project is based on the logic of the regulative cycle by Van Strien (1997). 
This regulative cycle has five basic process steps: (1) the problem definition, (2) research 
design, (3) model results, (4) model adaptation, and (5) implementation & conclusions. During 
the research project many adjustments have been made on the model. Therefore it is decided 
to combine the steps model results and model adaptation into iteration between model and 
verification (see Figure 1). 

Problem 
definition

Research 
design

Model

Verification

Implementation 
& Conclusions

 

FIGURE 1: ADAPTED VERSION OF THE REGULATIVE CYCLE BY VAN STRIEN (1997) 

This chapter is about process step 1 and explains the motivation of this project. In particular, 
this part refers to the business problem as being experienced by Hollander Barendrecht B.V. 
(in sequence: HB). The research design is elaborated, on the basis of this problem. The 
research design includes the framework to tackle this problem. This part emphasizes the 
research methods used to realize a mathematical model. The model will be implemented to 
verify specific directions for solutions. Finally, an appropriate solution is presented to HB and 
I will come to a conclusion. 

Note that the results shown in this report are adjusted in order to maintain the confidentiality. 
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Sperwer Groep

PLUS Retail B.V. 

Grocery stores of PLUS (255)Hollander B.V.

 

FIGURE 2: STRUCTURE OF SPERWER GROEP AND POSITION OF HB 

1.2 HOLLANDER BARENDRECHT B.V. 

HB was founded in the year 1929, by Siem den Hollander and it started as a ‘fruit and 
vegetables’ company in Rotterdam. In 1975 a rapid growth in the retail industry took HB to the 
current place of establishment, Barendrecht. Since 2008, after HB relocated to a new 
distribution centre, she became a logistic service provider of both perishables (fruit and 
vegetables) and semi-perishable products (diary, convenience goods) for retail. Nowadays, HB 
daily delivers refrigerated products to 255 PLUS stores in the Netherlands. Furthermore, HB is 
a subsidiary of The Greenery, an international fresh produce company. The mission of HB is to 
serve the desired refrigerated fresh products in an innovative way. HB strives to be the most 
sustainable fresh products provider in the Netherlands by 2020. Four core values are the 
foundation to achieve this goal: responsibility, cooperation, optimization, and sustainability.  

1.3 PLUS RETAIL 

As Figure 2 shows HB delivers products to the stores of PLUS Retail. The PLUS stores are part 
of Sperwer Groep, which is a wholesale organization, started in 1928. PLUS Retail is one of the 
business units of the Sperwer Groep. PLUS Retail has the ambition to become the best 
supermarket in the Netherlands and their mission is determined as the following (PLUSRetail, 
www.plus.nl, 2014): “We represent our PLUS franchisers and we will actively support them to 
optimize their results”.  

The actual PLUS store formula is established from Plusmarkt introduced in 1988. In 1999 a 
change in market conditions caused a modification in formula management. This adjustment 
resulted in the current PLUS formula. The core values in the new PLUS formula are:  

 Attention: each PLUS store is characterized by real passion for customers and the best 
service; 

 Quality: high Quality of all products, employees and stores; 

 Local: each PLUS store offers a wide range of fresh and locally produced products at 
competitive prices; 

 Responsible: each PLUS store is open, honest and transparent. 

1.4 PROBLEM INTRODUCTION 

All players in a retail supply chain are interdependent in order to provide an accurate delivery 
of products to the customers. Nowadays, these players are involved in an increasingly 
integrated supply chain. Nevertheless, the retail sector struggles with a critical issue: the waste 
of perishable products. Millions of tonnes of the world’s food is wasted every year and a large 
part occurs at the retail and consumer levels. In particular, the last player (supermarket) in the 

http://www.plus.nl/
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retail supply chain is most likely to have a lot of waste due to the expiration date. Over the 
years supermarkets have an increasing focus on avoiding waste of perishable products. 
Centraal Bureau Levensmiddelenhandel and the Dutch government realize the priority to 
tackle this problem and therefore their ambition is to reduce the food waste with 20% by 2015.  

This general waste problem also concerns the stores of PLUS. Appendix A indicates the total 
average costs of waste per week for all stores of PLUS: € 84.971,15.  This is based on a dataset of 
30 weeks. Moreover, the average cost of waste on yearly basis is: € 4.418.500,-. This underlines 
the actual problem of PLUS which is the waste of perishable products. 
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1.5 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This paragraph will shortly discuss the relevant literature for this research field. An extensive 
literature study about promotional forecasting for perishable items and the order picking 
process in a warehouse can be found in Van de Ven (2013) on which this summary is based.  

1.5.1 HANDLING AT THE RETAIL STORE 
Looking to the shelf stacking process several authors provided insights into how handling 
activities impact the performance of retailing. Van Zelst et al. (2006) showed that 44% of the 
total stacking process time is related to stacking new inventory. They concluded larger case 
pack sizes are more efficient for handling in retail stores. They also recommended increasing 
the number of case packs per order line as much as possible. Another consequence of large 
case pack size, when taking into account perishable items, will be higher waste disposal costs. 
Jongen (2013) validated this conclusion in his study. He found that the savings of disposal 
costs with a smaller case pack size outweighed the extra handling costs at the retail store.  

1.5.2 ORDER PICKING 
The most common objective of order picking systems is to maximize the service level, taking 
into account the resource constraints such as labour, machines and capital. An important link 
between order picking and service level is that “the faster an order is retrieved, the sooner it is 
available for shipping to the customer” (Roodbergen et al. 2006). The critical issue in 
warehouse operations is to simultaneously cut costs and increase the speed of order picking 
(Goetschalckx and Ashayeri, 1989). Therefore minimizing the order picking time is crucial. 
According to Bartholdi and Hackman (2011) “travel is waste. It costs labour hours but does not 
add value”. Tompkins et al. (2010) state that 50% of order picker’s time is related to traveling 
and 35% is related to the time to search and grab the items from the picking location. 
Consequently, travel distance is the first candidate for improvement in warehouse design and 
optimization.  

1.5.4 WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS 
The problem of routing of order pickers in a warehouse is a special type of the Travelling 
Salesman Problem (Hall, 1993; Theys et al., 2010). A salesman (order picker), starting at a 
depot, has to travel to a number of cities (pick locations) exactly once and return to the depot. 
The distance between each pair of cities is deterministic and he wants to determine the order 
in which he has to visit the cities such that the traveling distance is minimal. Some differences 
exist between the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and routing in warehouses. For example, 
a warehouse path is much longer due to the restricted route to follow the aisle. Moreover, if 
two picking locations are not in the same stocking aisle, the picker must leave the stocking 
aisle of the first point, walk along a cross aisle, and then enter the stocking aisle of the second 
point (Hall, 1993). 

Ratliff and Rosenthal (1983) developed an algorithm to calculate the optimal shortest route. 
However, in practice, the routing in a warehouse is mainly solved by using heuristics, because 
this is easier to use and understand (Hall 1993). Routing heuristics determine the route of a 
picker for a picking tour, specifically the picking sequence of SKU’s on the pick list (Petersen, 
1999). Hall (1993) describes a number of common routing heuristics in a random storage 
warehouse and investigated the impact of warehouse shape. Roodbergen and Vis (2006) used 
the heuristics of Hall for describing more precise approximations of the expected routing 
distance. Furthermore, Roodbergen and de Koster (2001) adapted the heuristics of Hall for 
multiple-block layouts. Some authors used an order batching heuristic based on integer 
programming to reduce the pick travel distance. This heuristic combines several orders into 
batches to reduce the travel distance (de Koster et al., 1999; Gibson and Sharp, 1992). 
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Roodbergen (2001, 2006) distinguishes six heuristic methods (policies) for routing in single-
block warehouses. Only the S-shap heuristic is used in this research project. This heuristic, 
also called traversal heuristic, is one of the simplest strategies. A picker starts at the p/d point 
(starting point/depot) and continues through any aisle containing at least one pick before 
returning to the p/d point. Aisles without a pick location are not visited. After the last visited 
aisle, the order picker returns to the p/d point. Furthermore, aisles are visited in order, either 
from left to right or right to left (Roodbergen, 2001). 

1.6 GAPS IN LITERATURE 

One of the reasons to conduct a literature review is that it provides several leads to interesting 
research topics. Several authors investigated the efficiency of handling in warehouse 
operations. Recent years, also more research has been executed to the efficiency of in-store 
logistics. Yet, there is still much potential for research in in-store handling efficiency. Van 
Zelst et al. (2006) and Cursue et al. (2009) investigated the store handling operations and 
clarified the impact of case pack size in this context. They concluded that, instead of 
increasing the number of order lines, increasing the case pack size results in time savings and 
thus handling costs. However, they did not take the consequences for items with a short shelf 
life into account. A large case pack size for perishable items may result in more disposal of 
waste. This means that a large case pack size for perishables may not result in savings due to 
extra cost of waste. Jongen (2013) investigated this issue and found that decreasing the case 
pack size of convenience products will reduce the total costs (including the costs of waste) at 
the retail store. The extra handling costs, which are a consequence of smaller case pack sizes, 
do not prevail the related savings arising from the reduction of waste. However, the study of 
Jongen (2013) is based on the research for only one retail store. Furthermore, Jongen did not 
include the extra (handling) costs regarding the smaller case pack size at the warehouse. 

Hence, no research has been done to the impact of case pack size of perishable products on 
the cost of waste at the retailer while considering both, store handling operations and 
handling in warehouse operations. 
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION  
This section determines the main problems considered in this project. First the problem 
statement is presented, followed by the scope of the project. Then, the entailed operational 
problems when adjusting the case pack size at the warehouse of HB and at the PLUS stores are 
discussed. Finally the involved stakeholders are taken into account.  

2.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

As seen in literature, case pack size adjustment may help to reduce the amount of outdating. 
PLUS Retail once decided (2 years ago), in collaboration with HB, to shift from a small case 
pack size (e.g. case pack size = 1 or 2 consumer units) to a larger case pack size (e.g. case pack 
size = 4 or 6 consumer units). The main problem was the entailed high costs of waste emerged 
due to the larger case pack size. HB anticipated on this by reducing the case pack size again. 
Currently one part of the convenience products can be ordered in multiples of 2 consumer 
units. The other part can be ordered in a larger case pack size of 4 or 6 consumer units. 
However, there are still high costs of waste at the PLUS stores. HB wants to quantify and 
investigate the optimal case pack size for convenience products. Therefore, the following 
problem statement is presented: 

It is obscure for HB what case pack sizes to apply for convenience products, in order to reduce 
the amount of outdating at the PLUS stores. 

2.2 PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

The involved operational processes regarding the adjustment in case pack sizes in the supply 
chain from HB to the stores of PLUS are considered in this project, leading to several possible 
problems. In consultation with the project supervisor and other employees of HB the main 
problems are defined. This thesis is restricted to conventional solutions that are applicable in 
many warehouses. 

In this project, the part of the supply chain from the warehouse of HB to the customer at the 
retailer store is of interest, which is defined as a two echelon inventory model. Figure 3 
displays this part of the supply chain.  

DC 
Hollander 

BV

Shelf PLUS 
stores 
(255x)

Customer (>1)

Outdating

 

FIGURE 3: SUPPLY CHAIN WHICH IS CONSIDERED IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT 

An important factor affecting optimal inventory in stores are case pack sizes. Therefore, this 
research project only considers costs that are dependent on the selection of the case pack size.  

When an adjustment in case pack size is made, it will affect the handling activities at HB and 
at the PLUS stores. Furthermore, the replenishment process of PLUS will change. And finally, 
where it is all about, the case pack size will also change the costs of outdating.  

2.2.1 HANDLING ACTIVITIES AT HB  
When modifying the case pack size, frequency of pick activities will change to serve the same 
demand at the PLUS stores. For example, a store may order a product with a fixed case pack 
size of six once a week, but may order this product five times a week when the case pack size 
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is 1. In other words, the number of order lines increases. An order line is defined as an 
instruction to pick a requested number of consumer units from a specific product (in 
sequence: SKU). Consequently to fulfil the same demand, the total picking time per picker and 
the total replenishment time per clerk will increase. A more extensive example is shown in 
appendix B1 related to the change in the number of order lines. 

Broadly defined, the picking process at HB can be split in travel time (or walking time), pick 
time and remaining time. According to Tompkins et al. (1996), 50% of order picker’s time is 
related to travelling. This rate of distribution is slightly lower for the picking process at HB, 
because a chain conveyor goes around the warehouse. Still, one should keep in mind that 
reduction of the walking time has a significant impact on the total picking time. Therefore, the 
following part is used to explain the influence of order lines on the total average walking time 
of an order in the warehouse of HB. 

RELEVANT COSTS 
Order pickers are instructed by voice direction and speech recognition software, called voice 
picking. They wear a headset connected to a computer, which tells the order picker where to 
go and what to do. Furthermore, order pickers confirm their tasks by speaking pre-defined 
commands, codes or products. Figure 4 shows the route of an order picker when picking an 
order at HB. The black squares are pick locations for one order. At the end, when the picker 
has finished the order, the roll cage is placed on the chain conveyor (black dotted line). It is 
assumed that all aisles are travelled according to an S-shaped pattern, which is called traversal 
strategy. If the number of order lines increases due to the reduction in case pack size the 
average total walking time of an order will stay the same, due to the S-shape of the route. 
However, the total time spend to pick the order will increase because of the extra activities to 
stop and grab the extra items. Therefore, only the stop and grab time are relevant activities in 
this project. 

 

FIGURE 4: TRAVERSAL STRATEGY FOR ORDER PICKER 

2.2.2 HANDLING ACTIVITIES AT PLUS STORES       
Alongside the relevant costs for HB, there are also other essential costs to deal with at the 
PLUS stores. The replenishment process at PLUS can be divided into the following activities: 
unloading the truck, stacking process and mark down process. In order to explain the 
influence of order lines each activity will be described in more detail below. 

RELEVANT COSTS  
Each PLUS store is daily provided with refrigerated products delivered by HB. Note that the 
number of case packs remains approximately the same, when the case pack size becomes 
smaller. As mentioned the number of order lines will increase for smaller case pack sizes. 
Pickers can now put more SKU’s into one CP due to the smaller case pack size. However, the 
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capacity use per CP will decrease as a result of the difficulty and extra effort to fit different 
kind of SKU’s. So, on the one hand there will be more CPs by reason of the reduction of the 
capacity use. However, on the other hand there will be fewer CPs necessary because of the 
reduction in waste. The number of CUs transported to the retailers reduces due to the 
decrease in waste, which is a consequence of a smaller case pack size. Therefore, the CP-effect 
(= fluctuation of the number of CP’s due to the change in case pack size) is not included in 
this research project. Consequently, since “unloading the truck”-activity is executed every day 
it will not be affected by the adjustment in case pack size. The same applies for the walking 
time from the backroom to the convenience products department.  

The stacking process for an order line is separated into sub activities based on the method of 
Van Zelst (2006). The division should be such that constant activities can be separated from 
the variable activities (Barnes, 1968). Each order line consists of the following activities: 

1. Taking a case pack from a roll cage; 
2. Search and walk to a location at the shelf; 
3. Prepare the shelf for stacking: pick old inventory from the shelf; 
4. Stack the new inventory on the shelf; 
5. Put the old inventory back on the shelf. 

Furthermore, the time to stack new inventory on the shelves also depends on the case pack 
size. Other activities independent of the number of order lines are: mark down the old 
inventory and dispose the waste from the shelf. These two activities depend on the amount of 
outdating which is related to the case pack size.  

All activities are classified into five relevant sub activities and can be found appendix C. Each 
sub activity consists of the activities described above. Retailers want to offer consumer units in 
such a way, that the oldest products are sold first, in other words a “first in first out” 
withdrawal policy (FIFO in sequence). A store clerk needs to put old inventory in front of the 
shelf and stack new inventory behind the old inventory. The sub activities “mark down” and 
“remove waste” consist of all activities related to control and process the outdating per SKU. 
So sub activities 4 and 5 depend on the amount of outdating. 

Furthermore, it is important to consider the inventory control policy of PLUS store, in order to 
analyse the results of different case pack sizes. Therefore, section 4 describes inventory control 
policies in more detail regarding this project. 

2.3 SCOPE OF RESEARCH 

HB wants to quantify the ideal case pack sizes taking the high costs of waste at the PLUS 
stores and entailed additional costs into account. Specifically, PLUS stores have to deal with a 
fixed number of items per case pack when an order is placed. This may result in abundance of 
products especially for slow-moving items.  

Products at HB can be classified into 5 different groups:  

- convenience products; 
- cheese and meat; 
- dairy products; 
- bulk dairy products; 
- fruit and vegetables. 

Every group belongs to a specific zone of the warehouse of HB. It is unattainable to investigate 
each product group. Therefore the decision is made to only focus on the product group with 
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the highest costs of waste (see appendix A for an overview for the average cost per week per 
category). “Fish and Mussels” (in dutch: “Vis en Mosselen”) has the highest cost of waste over 
all PLUS stores; however this product group strongly depends on seasonal demand and 
therefore is not an appropriate candidate to investigate. Consequently, the total average costs 
per week per product are highest for convenience products. Therefore this project is focused 
on this group of products. Selection of relevant SKUs within the convenience group are also 
made. In total, 119 SKUs are taken into account. SKUs inside boxes, fruit, juices and potatoes 
are deleted from the dataset this is because SKUs inside boxes result in extra handling 
activities at PLUS stores (unpacking the items). Fruit and juices are not always located in the 
same refrigerator as other convenience products in the PLUS store. Finally, potatoes are 
placed on the shelf in multiples of 4 or 6 during the stacking process, while other convenience 
products are placed per 1 or 2 consumer units. This deviation affects an appropriate average 
time to stack the shelf; therefore it was decided to exclude the potatoes. 

A selection of PLUS stores is made to obtain results and data that apply to the entire 
population of stores. It is essential to make a valid selection of stores since this will be part of 
the foundation of this project. Based on Jongen (2013) it is concluded that PLUS stores with 
high sales for convenience products have higher cost of waste than PLUS stores with low sales 
for convenience products. Therefore, it is decided to investigate three kind of PLUS stores 
based on the sales of convenience products.  

2.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In this section the problem definition is translated into a research assignment. This 
assignment will be the principle for the realization of the master thesis project. The 
assignment will be separated into several sub-questions.  

The objective performed at HB is: 

Reduce the cost of waste at the stores of PLUS Retail by optimizing the case pack sizes for 
convenience products at HB, considering entailed additional supply chain operating costs. 

 

The associated research question is introduced as follows: 

What are, to reduce the cost of waste at the stores of PLUS Retail, the optimal case pack sizes 
for convenience products at HB, considering entailed additional supply chain costs? 

 

Considering the main question the following sub questions emerged. The answers to these 
sub-questions will together provide a solution for the research problem: 

 What is the difference in operational costs per SKU for HB between the current case pack 
size and the optimal case pack size? 

o What is the average stop and grab time for each case pack size? 
 What is the difference in operational costs per SKU for the retailers between the recent 

case pack size and the optimal case pack size? 
o What is the average time for the sub-activities: search for location, travel to the 

shelf, and prepare the location for one SKU? 
o What is the average time for the sub activities: stack the shelf and mark down 

process for one consumer unit? 
o What is the average demand and amount of outdating per SKU per day? 
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 What is the difference in cost of waste per SKU for the supply chain between the recent 
case pack size and the optimal case pack size? 

2.5 STAKEHOLDERS OF THE PROJECT 

There are a number of stakeholders involved during this project. First of all, there is the 
management department of HB in Barendrecht. In particular the operations manager and the 
logistics and distribution managers should be involved as the results of this project may 
influence the operations in the warehouse. Furthermore, PLUS Retail and the entrepreneurs of 
the PLUS stores are a stakeholder, because the project also have consequences for them 
regarding the in-store operations and related costs. Finally, this master thesis project is 
executed in cooperation with the project supervisors of Eindhoven University of Technology.  
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PART II RESEARCH DESIGN 
As mentioned in the previous section about relevant activities, this paper focuses on the 
grabbing process at HB and the stacking process at PLUS for which data is collected. 
Furthermore, it explains the method to approximate the expected amount of outdating for the 
recent case pack size and optimal case pack size. Also, two inventory control policies are 
described, which will be used in the optimization (see Figure 5). 

The data for the grabbing process at HB and stacking process at PLUS is collected by means of 
a motion and time study. The motion study is for finding the preferred method of handling 
activities. The time study is to determine the standard time to perform a specific handling 
activity. Besides the fact a stopwatch was used to collect data, it was decided to use video 
recording. This choice was made because recording activities makes it possible to revise your 
data, which makes it more accurate. In order to analyse the numeric data software programs 
Excel, SPSS and Qlikview were used. 
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video recording 
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Determine 
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grabbing time 
using Multiple 

Regression

Video 
recording at 
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FIGURE 5: OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH DESIGN 
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3. CURRENT SITUATION 
Section 2 discussed three relevant cost components for this research project: (1) costs for 
handling at the PLUS stores, (2) costs for grabbing at HB, and (3) costs of waste. Figure 6 
displays an overview of the distribution between these cost components in the current 
situation for the supply chain of HB and the PLUS stores. As can be seen, cost of waste is the 
most influential cost component considering the total relevant costs. At the time of the 
investigation it was not known which impact a decrease of case pack size had on the stop and 
grabbing costs at HB and on the handling costs at the PLUS stores. Therefore, also an 
extensive research was conducted at three PLUS stores and in the warehouse of HB. 

 

FIGURE 6: DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN THE THREE RELEVANT COSTS 

4. AMOUNT OF OUTDATING 
This research project uses the approximations for the relative outdating of van Donselaar and 
Broekmeulen (2012) in order to determine the cost of waste. These approximations are based 
on the EWA-replenishment policy, introduced in Broekmeulen and van Donselaar (2009). 
However, the inventory control policy in the automated store ordering system (ASO) of PLUS 
resembles an (R,s,nQ)-policy. This section describes both policies and indicates the 
differences between them. Furthermore, to compare the performance of the EWA-policy, an 
additional inventory control policy will be introduced: (R,s,S)-policy.  

Note, although it is interesting to investigate the reduction in the cost of waste, it is essential 
for stores to order enough items to obtain a high customer service level (= fill rate). The fill 
rate is defined as the percentage of demand which can be satisfied from the shelf immediately. 
In addition, the fill rate will probably change when the case pack size reduces. Therefore, this 
research project also takes the fill rate, when determining the expected amount of outdating, 
into account.  

4.1 (      )-POLICY 

As mentioned in the introduction, the inventory control policy in the ASO system of PLUS 
stores resembles the (R,s,nQ)-policy. The parameter R is the length of the review period; i.e. 
the time between two ordering moments. The parameter s denotes the dynamic reorder level 
and Q the fixed case pack size. The replenishment order is created only when the inventory 
position at review moment is strictly below the dynamic reorder level. Then, a number of case 
packs (n) are ordered to bring the inventory position after ordering at or above the reorder 
level.  

91% 

5% 4% 

Overview of distribution between 
relevant costs components 

Cost of waste

Cost of handling activities
at PLUS stores

Cost of grabbing at HB
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4.2    -POLICY 

The EWA- policy is a modified (R,s,nQ)-policy. The only deviation of the replenishment 
method in a (R,s,nQ)-policy is the determination of the inventory position. In the EWA-policy 
one takes into account the expected outdating (     ) when a replenishment order is created. 
In the current situation, the number of CU’s marked down and the expected outdating at the 
last day before the expiration are known when clerks mark down before they place an order. 
Therefore, it is possible to apply the EWA-policy in order to approximate the relative 
outdating. 

In the EWA-policy, the inventory position (   ) is reduced with the expected outdating during 
L (= lead time)+R-1 days, before replenishment order is made. This is called the modified 
inventory position. Then, the order is placed if the modified inventory position at a review 
moment is strictly below reorder level   . The number of case packs (  ) ordered, each with 
size Q, ensures that the inventory position just after replenishment is back to or just above the 
reorder level (see formula 1). Note that the reorder level in use at the retail chain is equal to 
the sum of the minimum inventory level and the expected demand during review period plus 
lead time (L+R). Furthermore, the expected outdating is based on the assumption that 
demand in the next R+L-1 days is equal to the expected daily demand. In this research project 
this assumption holds, because the length of the review period is 1 day and the length of the 
lead time is 1 day.  

   ⌈
       ∑      

       
     

 
⌉                     ∑      

       

     

    [1] 

Furthermore, the EWA policy assumes a FIFO withdrawal policy and considers the expected 
amount of outdating on the shelf. In addition, the EWA policy does not include the seasonal 
effects or promotions. Other variables and restrictions in the formula of Van Donselaar and 
Broekmeulen (2012) are:  

- Delivery time         
- Review period         
- Expected demand per consumer unit per day 
- Standard deviation per consumer unit per day 
- Case pack size  
- Fixed lifetime          
- Safety stock 

The delivery time of HB is always less than 2 days. As mentioned in the problem analyses, the 
store clerk visits the convenience products department every day; consequently the restriction 
concerning the review period is fulfilled. The average shelf life time for convenience products 
considered is 11 days. In addition the convenience product with the highest shelf life time is 20 
days. So, also the restriction of the lifetime is fulfilled. Furthermore, the expected demand and 
standard deviation per SKU per day were determined using the point of sales data of all PLUS 
stores. Paragraph 4.4 elaborates the determination of the average demand and standard 
deviation per SKU in more detail. Finally, the minimum inventory of the shelf is used, which is 
assumed to be 2 or 3 CU’s per facing. This is because it was not possible to identify the safety 
stock for each PLUS store. 

4.3 (     )-POLICY 

Besides the EWA policy, a second inventory policy is analysed: (R,s,S)-policy. This policy is 
also known as the (MIN;MAX)-policy. At a review moment R, after the revised inventory 
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position dropped below s, the system orders a minimal order quantity or more to bring the 
inventory position after ordering at the order up to level S. In particular, this policy assumes 
that there is a minimum order quantity (MOQ) equal to the order up to level (S) minus the 
reorder level (s) plus 1 rather than a base replenishment quantity, Q. So the expected order 
size       has a minimal quantity (MOQ) and it is possible to order even more items (see 
formula 2). Also this inventory policy takes the expected outdating into account when a 
replenishment order is created. 

         [⌈             ∑      

       

     

⌉     ]         

        ∑      

       

     

    

[2] 

 

The next paragraph describes which data was collected to determine the average demand per 
day per SKU per store, which is necessary to approximate the relative outdating. In addition, 
the standard deviation will be forecasted using linear regression. 

4.4 POINT OF SALES DATA 

The point of sales data collected from PLUS Retail consists of regular, discount, and 
promotion sales of 263 stores during week 39 2012 until week 38 2013. In addition, one SKU 
was excluded because of seasonality, which resulted in a total of 119 SKU’s (see appendix B2). 
The data-set was on detailed level, in other words, sales were indicated per SKU per store per 
day.  

The average demand per day per SKU per PLUS store was determined using regular sales (see 
formula 3). The regular sales per SKU per PLUS store during the number of days in the 
assortment were added together in order to obtain the total regular sales per SKU per PLUS 
store (∑     

 
   ). This number was divided by the number of days in the assortment ( ). The 

number of days in the assortment is equal to the number of days from the first moment there 
was sales until the last moment there was sales. However, there should be at least 12 days with 
actual sales during this period, otherwise the data was excluded. The standard deviation per 
day per SKU per PLUS store was determined using formula 4.  

     
∑     
 
   

 
 [3] 

      √
(         )

 

 
 [4] 

 

In order to ensure that HB does not have to determine the standard deviation for each average 
demand per day per SKU, the tool is made more convenient by forecasting the standard 
deviation. Estimation of the standard deviation requires the development of a linear 
regression between the logarithmic values of both demand and standard deviation (Silver et 
al. 1998). The resulting equation from this relationship is defined as the generalized power 
rule, and is represented in formula 5 and 6.  
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   [5] 

                     [6] 

               
      [7] 

Development of demand and standard deviation regression for 119 SKU’s in combination with 
265 PLUS stores result in an exponential expression represented in formula 7. The constant 
value    is 1,214 and the power coefficient    is 0,558 (see appendix C for a short validation of 
   and   ). 

The next two sections describe the data collection for the handling activities at the PLUS 
stores and for the grabbing activities at HB. Much research has been conducted in order to 
obtain appropriate data. Hence, detailed description and information of the research methods 
which were applied can be found in appendix D for the handling activities at the PLUS stores 
and appendix E for the grabbing activities at HB.  
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5. GRABBING TIME AT HB  
As mentioned in the introduction of part II, a large amount of picking data was obtained using 
Qlikview, which can be used to determine the average grabbing time per case pack size. 
Qlikview is a business intelligence software tool for analysing data and processing this data in 
dashboards, and reports. However, extra data collection using video recording was necessary 
for explanatory research. Data was collected in aisles V03, V04, V05, and V06 of the 
convenience division in the warehouse of HB (see appendix F for the floor map of convenience 
division in the warehouse). Other aisles were not considered appropriate for determining the 
average grabbing time per case pack size, because these aisles include SKUs which are not 
considered in this research project. The included aisles can be divided into two categories. 
Order pickers in V03 and V04 pick their orders in fixed case pack sizes. This means pickers 
only grab case packs and are not allowed to grab consumer units out of the case packs. As 
mentioned in paragraph 2.1, PLUS stores may order consumer units in multiples of 2. 
Therefore, order pickers in V05 and V06 are allowed to pick consumer units out of the case 
packs. In addition, fast movers are located in V03 and V04 and slow movers in V05 and V06.  

Appendix G contains the start and stop definitions which have been used in this research 
project. Using multiple methods of measurement requires an explicit definition of grabbing 
time. To compare the results of both methods it should be clear which part of the picking time 
is defined as grabbing time: 

The grabbing time starts when the order picker walks to the picking location, grabs the order 
quantity, walks back to the roll cage and ends when the order picker puts the order quantity into 
the roll cage. 

This definition has been applied during the whole research project. The next part of this 
section discusses the approach used to collect the average grabbing time per case pack size. It 
explains in detail how data of Qlikview is processed to obtain valid results.  

5.1 DATA COLLECTION 

5.1.1 STOPWATCH 
Initially a stopwatch was used to collect data for the grabbing time per case pack size. The 
number of observations using the stopwatch was limited. Therefore it was relevant to test the 
reliability using confidence interval. According to Montgomery et al. (2006) a sample size 
larger than 30 observations is enough to assume a normal distribution to determine the 
confidence intervals. Otherwise, if the data is presumable normal distributed it is allowed to 
use the student’s t-test to determine the confidence intervals. The intervals were determined 
with a confidence level of 95% and can be found, as well as the number of observations, in the 
appendix H. Especially, the intervals for grabbing 3 and 4 consumer units have a wide range. 
In addition, the number of observations is limited, therefore Qlikview and video recording is 
used to determine reliable results. 

5.1.2 QLIKVIEW 
Data about the picking time was obtained from Qlikview. In voice picking (explained in more 
detail in paragraph 2.2.1) the picker says “ok” in order to get information about the next 
picking location and the order size. Therefore the average time between two “ok”- moments is 
the picking time, also called a time mutation. Figure 7 shows an example of a time mutation of 
20 seconds. These time mutations were collected for SKU’s located in aisles 3, 4, 5, and 6 over 
2 weeks. 
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30-9-2013 30-9-2013
“OK”

1:53:02
“OK”

1:53:22

Walking time

Grabbing time

 

FIGURE 7: TIME MUTATION OF 20 SECONDS 

Appendix E describes which research methods were applied in order to subtract the walking 
time from the time mutation to obtain the average grabbing time per case pack size. Next 
paragraph analyses the average grabbing time per case pack size which were obtained.   

5.2 DATA ANALYSIS 

This section analyses the results found for the average grabbing time at HB using the methods 
of stopwatch and Qlikview. Table 2 indicates the grabbing times in seconds of grabbing 1 and 2 
case packs for the two methods used. Besides, Table 3 shows the grabbing times in seconds of 
grabbing 1 up to 4 CU’s. Comparing both methods leads to the conclusion that the results are 
quite similar. However, the results measured with stopwatch are based on limited number of 
observations in contrast to data from Qlikview. Therefore, the grabbing times of Qlikview are 
more reliable and are used to determine the mathematical model in section 7.  

Number of Case 
Packs (CP) 

Stopwatch 
grabbing 

time 

Qlikview 
grabbing 

time 

Number of 
observations from 

Stopwatch 

Number of 
observations from 

Qlikview 

1 CP 3,67 s 3,77 s N = 33 N = 9986 

2 CP’s 4,88 s 4,21 s N = 19 N = 558 
TABLE 2: RESULTS OF GRABBING TIME FOR 1 AND 2 CP 

Number of 
Consumer Units 

(CU) 

Stopwatch 
grabbing 

time 

Qlikview 
grabbing 

time 

Time per 
CU 

Number of 
observations 

from 
Stopwatch 

Number of 
observations 

from Qlikview 

1 CU 3,81 s 4,57 s 4,57 s N = 10 N = 2936 

2 CU’s 4,61 s 4,89 s 2,45 s N = 26 N = 26761 

3 CU’s 6,01 s 5,87 s 1,96 s N = 5 N = 314 

4 CU’s  7,73 s 6,91 s 1,73 s N = 22 N = 6739 
TABLE 3: RESULTS OF GRABBING TIME FOR 1, 2, 3 AND 4 CU 

In the interest of the project it is relevant to consider the advantages and disadvantages of 
grabbing CU’s rather than CP’s. For example, grabbing 1 CP with case pack size of 4 CU’s 

represents a grabbing time of 0,94 s ( 
      

    
) per CU. In contrast grabbing 1 CU will take 4,57 

s, which is a fourfold increase in grabbing time. The increase of grabbing time would result in 
higher costs in order to pick the same amount of CU’s. However, articles picked in CP are fast-
moving products. This indicates that pickers grab 4 CU’s rather than 1 CU when change in 
grabbing CU becomes reality. As a result the grabbing time per CU does not increase to 4,57 s 

but to 1,73 s ( 
      

    
), which is a less dramatic increase (see Table 3). Therefore this 

investment is expected to reduce the total costs in the supply chain of PLUS. 

Table 3 shows an extra column (time per CU) which represents the grabbing time in seconds 
per CU. It would be expected that the time per CU decreases significantly when the number of 
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CU’s grabbed increases. The average grabbing time for 3 CU’s and 4 CU’s increases in such 
level that it causes stagnation in the decrease for the time per CU (see Figure 8). Because of 
this irregularity it was expected that underlying factors affect the average grabbing time. 
Therefore a regression analysis was performed in order to reveal these factors (see appendix I). 

 

FIGURE 8: DECLINE OF GRABBING TIME PER CU IN SECONDS 

5.2.1 REVISION 
By using the regression analysis it has been shown that the grabbing time increases as soon as 
an additional operation is executed by the picker (see appendix I). In turn, an execution of 
additional operations depends on the initial state of the case pack at the pick location and at 
the roll cage (see Figure 9).  

 

1. Initial state of CP at pick location

2. Initial state of CP at roll cage

3. Combination of 1 & 2

Additional operation Increase grabbing time

 

FIGURE 9: INITIAL STATE OF CP AT ROLL CAGE OR PICK LOCATION MAY CAUSE ADDITIONAL OPERATIONS 

In general, the convenience products are delivered in case pack sizes of 4 from the supplier. 
Specifically, 71% of the CP’s at the pick locations are delivered in case pack size of 4. 
Furthermore, the pickers grab almost 90% of the cases in pairs of 2 CU’s or 4 CU’s (see Figure 
10). This figure is based on pick data from Qlikview during 2 weeks. As mentioned in the 
problem definition, todays picking policy is based on multiples of 2 at HB. However, 
apparently it is possible for PLUS store to pick 1 CU, since a picker still picks 9% of time 1 CU.  
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FIGURE 10: PERCENTAGE OF OCCURRENCE PER NUMBER OF CU GRABBED 

For HB it is essential to know when the probability of additional operations is largest. Hence, 
this will be explained by means of Figure 11. The upper diagram of Figure 11 shows when the 
picker usually grabs 2 CU’s, the lower diagram shows the same only now the picker usually 
grabs 4 CU’s. The squares represent the initial state of the CP at one pick location. For 
example, the initial state of the CP at the pick location is 4 CU’s. Then, after a picker grabs 2 
CU’s out of the CP, there are 2 CU’s left in the CP. So, the initial state of the CP at the pick 
location is 2 CU’s. In the upper diagram it can be seen grabbing an odd number of CU’s (for 
example grabbing 1 CU) results in a higher probability of additional operations. The initial 
state of the CP at the pick location includes 3 CU’s, which, we have seen during regression, 
results in possible additional operations for the picker. In the lower diagram we can see that 
the initial state of the CP at the pick location includes 3 CU, while the picker needs to pick 4 
CU’s. Therefore, grabbing an odd number of CU’s in this case always results an additional 
operation for the picker. However, if the number of grabbing 1 CU occurs as often as grabbing 
3 CU’s, it would create a balance and it would result in an initial state of the CP including an 
even number of CU’s. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The picker grabs 1 CU in 9% of the 
cases and 3 CU’s in about 1% of the cases (see Figure 10). 

4 CU
Initial state of 

CP at pick 
location

2 CU 4 CU 3 CU 1 CU 3 CUGrabbing 2 Grabbing 2 Grabbing 1 Grabbing 2 Grabbing 2

Probability of additional operation picker increases

4 CU 4 CU 4 CU 3 CU 3 CU 3 CUGrabbing 4 Grabbing 4 Grabbing 1 Grabbing 4 Grabbing 4

Additional operation picker
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FIGURE 11: EXAMPLE OF CHANGE IN INTITIAL STATE OF CASE PACK AT PICK LOCATION 

Appendix J shows an overview how often each SKU is grabbed during 2 weeks in 2013. For 
example, “lasagne Verde BR 400 gr” is ordered only once (marked in yellow). In particular, the 
number of CU grabbed was 1. It not only takes extra time to collect an odd number, but as we 
have seen it also causes a change in the initial state of CP at a pick location for a long period of 
time. In appendix J 45 SKU’s (marked green) with an order size of 1 CU have lower sales rates. 
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Yet, it may causes additional operations and in the worst case it leads to additional operations 
for all subsequent pick orders at the specific pick location.  

HB may reduce the additional operations performed by pickers by some simple adjustments. 
She should constrain the PLUS stores to order multiples of 2 CU’s. This rule is already applied, 
but apparently PLUS stores can still order 1 CU at a time. In contrary, appendix J shows also 
the additional 12 SKU’s with an order size of 1 CU which have high sales rates. Meaning that 
there are many PLUS stores that want to order these SKU’s in pieces of 1 CU. Therefore, HB 
should focus on class-based storage assignments (see literature review). The idea is based on 
Pareto’s method. It divides the products into a number of classes in such way that the fastest 
moving class contains about 15 per cent of the products stored but contributes to 85 per cent 
of the turnover (Roodbergen et al., 2006).  Each class is then assigned to a fixed (dedicated) 
area of the warehouse. Within this area random storage assignment is applied. A class is 
determined by measuring the demand frequency of the products. 

Since one pallet consists of four stacks it is possible to assign three classes. For example, 
pickers may only grab 2 CU’s at the right stack and 4 CU’s at the left stack. The stack at the 
back of the pallet is only reserved when a picker needs to grab an odd number of CU’s. 
Another possibility to deal with grabbing odd numbers of CU’s is to use larger CP’s. Then 
there is almost always enough space in the CP at the roll cage, as a result, one may limit the 
additional operations at the roll cage. The only drawback is that larger CP’s are expensive for 
HB. Additional research is needed to show whether this is advantageous or not. 
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6. HANDLING TIME AT PLUS 
This section describes the research methods used to analyse the handling activities at the 
PLUS stores. Data was obtained in October 2013 on the operations from three PLUS stores. All 
PLUS stores are divided into three categories: low, average, and high sales for convenience 
products. The average PLUS store of each category is taken into account in this research 
project. The PLUS store chosen from the low sales category is indicated as ‘retailer A’. The 
PLUS store chosen from the average sales category is indicated as ‘retailer B’. The PLUS store 
chosen from the high sales category is indicated as ‘retailer C’.  

6.1 DATA COLLECTION  

Empirical data on the stacking process is collected using video recording. During the data 
collection the most qualified store clerks were followed while stacking the shelves. For each 
SKU the time needed by a store clerk for stacking the CU’s on the shelf is measured for a 
delivery. The method used is based on the study of Van Zelst (2006).  

As mentioned in section 2.2.1 the stacking process is defined in five sub activities (see Table 4). 
Some activities are taken together, because the individual activities were too difficult to 
separate (see appendix D2). Note that the number of case packs remains approximately the 
same, when the case pack size becomes smaller. As mentioned the number of order lines will 
increase for smaller case pack sizes. Pickers can now put more SKU’s into one CP due to the 
smaller case pack size. However, the capacity use per CP will decrease as a result of the 
difficulty and extra effort to fit different kind of SKU’s. So, on the one hand there will be more 
CPs by reason of the reduction of the capacity use. However, on the other hand there will be 
fewer CPs necessary because of the reduction in waste. The number of CUs transported to the 
retailers reduces due to the decrease in waste, which is a consequence of a smaller case pack 
size. Therefore, the CP-effect (= fluctuation of the number of CP’s due to the change in case 
pack size) is not included in this research project. 

The average time in seconds for each sub activity was determined depending on the unit of 
measure. The time to stack the new inventory on the shelf (sub activity 1) depends on the 
number of CU’s per SKU in the case pack. Despite the fact the store clerk sometimes stacks 2 
CU’s at the same time, it is assumed that the unit of measure is per CU. Furthermore, the 
mark down activity (sub activity 4) depends on the number of CU’s which will expire in 1 day 
and remove waste (sub activity 5) depends on the number of CU’s which is outdated. Finally, 
sub activities 2 and 3 are always performed once per SKU (or per order line, OL). In addition, 
appendix G contains the precise starting and ending point of each sub activity which have 
been applied during this research project. 
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Sub activity Name of sub activity Description 
Unit of 
measure 

sub activity 1 stack the shelf 
put the new inventory on 
the shelf 

per CU 

sub activity 2 FIFO  

check the shelf life of the 
old inventory, set the old 
inventory aside, and put 
the old inventory back on 
the shelf after sub activity 1 
is executed. 

per OL 

sub activity 3 
search and walk to 
location 

search for the location on 
the shelf and walk to the 
location 

per OL 

sub activity 4 mark down 

grab and scan the old 
inventory, paste sticker, 
and put old inventory on 
shelf 

per CU  

sub activity 5 remove waste 

grab and check the 
expiration date, scan the 
old inventory, and dispose 
the waste 

per CU 

TABLE 4: OVERVIEW OF SUB ACTIVITIES DURING REPLENISHMENT PROCESS IN STORES 

During the stacking process different methods and aspects between the PLUS stores were 
observed. For example, Figure 12 shows the time distribution of handling activities at retailer 
A. Remarkable is that 50% of the total stacking time is related to the mark down process. 
Retailer B already rejected the mark down process because it would take too much time 
according to the manager. Therefore the question rises whether or not it is advantageous to 
mark down. The example in appendix K is used to obtain insight in this subject. It can be 
concluded that, even if a store clerk spends 50% of the total stacking time to mark down, it is 
still advantageous to mark down. However, more research is needed to draw a general 
conclusion for all PLUS retailers. 

 

FIGURE 12:TIME DISTRIBUTION OF SUBACTIVITIES FOR RETAILER A 
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More differences between retailer A, B, and C are described in appendix L. Furthermore, the 
differences in average handling times between retailer A, B, and C for each sub activity are 
explained in appendix M. In addition, an overview of the key drivers per sub activity is shown 
in Table 5. From the data analyses in appendix M it can be concluded that there is a linear 
relation the amount of sales per retailer and sub activity 1, 2, and 3. Hence, there is one driver 
for sub activities 1, 2, and 3, which is the amount of sales for retailers. The time of sub activities 
4 and 5 depend on the method used by the store clerk.  

Sub activities effect explanation drivers 

Sub activity 1:  
stack the shelf 

Time increases as sales 
for convenience 
products increases 

The larger the number of 
CU’s per facing on the shelf 
the more time it takes to 
stack the shelf immediately 
behind the old inventory. 
Retailers with high sales for 
convenience products need 
more inventory on the shelf 
to fulfill the demand. 

Amount of 
sales 
retailers 

Sub activity 2:  
FIFO  

The larger the number 
of CU’s per facing the 
more time it takes to 
execute sub activity 2 

Retailers with high sales for 
convenience products need 
more old inventory on the 
shelf to fulfill the demand. 

Amount of 
sales 
retailers 

Sub activity 3:  
search and walk to 
location 

The larger the 
refrigerator the more 
time needed to execute 
sub activity 3. 

More SKU’s need larger 
refrigerators: retailers with 
a large amount of sales for 
convenience products have 
more SKU’s in their 
assortment and therefore 
larger refrigerators. 

Amount of 
sales 
retailers  

Sub activity 4:  
mark down 

The method used by 
retailer C is more 
efficient than the 
method used by 
retailer A 

- 
Depending 
on method 

Sub activity 5: 
remove waste 

The method used by 
retailer B is more 
efficient than the 
method applied by 
retailer A and C 

- 
Depending 
on method 

TABLE 5: OVERVIEW OF KEY DRIVERS PER SUB ACTIVITY  

From this point forward, the average time per sub activity is used to approximate the time per 
sub activity for all PLUS stores in the supply chain of PLUS and HB. This, because the impact 
of handling costs at the store on the total costs of the supply chain will be very small (Jongen, 
2013). Appendix N displays the average time per sub activity used for the model. 
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THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
This part of the master thesis transforms the data, described in part II, into a mathematical 
model. This model can be applied to determine the total yearly costs in the supply chain. In 
particular, to obtain the optimal case pack size for convenience products a tool is created for 
the two inventory control policies discussed in part II. For this tool, the same model was used 
as Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar (2009) and Van Donselaar & Broekmeulen (2012). The 
objectives of the tool are: 

- Identify optimal case pack sizes for different ranges of average demand per day per 
SKU per store using the EWA policy and (R,s,S) policy; 

- Determine the savings obtained for 3 SKU’s when using the optimal case pack size; 
- Validate the    service level of PLUS stores using an efficient frontier curve. 

First, the decisions which were made to set up the mathematical model are described. Then, 
the mathematical model is explained by the three cost components mentioned in part II. 
Finally, the results are shown and a sensitivity analysis is conducted for two input parameters 
of the model. 

7. THE TOOL 

7.1 OBJECTIVES 

The objective of the research question drawn in paragraph 2.1 is to determine the optimal case 
pack sizes for convenience products at HB considering entailed additional supply chain costs. 
However, the optimal case pack size depends, among other things, on the average demand per 
day, which is different for each PLUS store-SKU combination. Yet, this objective will be 
answered indirectly by identifying the optimal case pack sizes for different ranges of average 
demand. This makes it possible to identify the optimal case pack size for each PLUS store-SKU 
combination. Furthermore, potential savings are determined for 3 SKU’s in order to 
approximate the importance of optimal case pack sizes for convenience products. Finally, by 
using an efficient frontier curve it is possible to identify the difference between the current fill 
rate (also known as    measure) and the optimal fill rate while taking the relative outdating 
into account. Several scenarios will be determined for different SKU’s. Furthermore, the tool 
will be applied for the EWA-policy and (R,s,S)-policy. Comparing these inventory control 
policies provides insight in which policy is optimal for the supply chain of HB and the PLUS 
stores. 

7.2 RELEVANT COSTS 

This paragraph transforms the relevant costs of the supply chain into a mathematical model 
for this research project. For the model, only costs that depend on the adjustment in the case 
pack size are considered. As mentioned in paragraph 2.2, there are three relevant cost 
components which are: 

1. Handling costs at HB; 

2. Handling costs at the PLUS stores; 

3. Costs for amount of outdating. 
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As mentioned in section 4, the fill rate will probably reduce when the case pack size changes. 
Therefore, an additional cost component is introduced: the fill rate penalty cost. This penalty 
is implemented into the model to prevent a reduction of the fill rate.  

7.3 MODELLING DECISIONS 

From this point forward the research is focused on detailed level, which means that the 
relevant costs are determined for every PLUS store in the supply chain. Some decisions will be 
further analysed during the sensitivity analyses and the discussion part. 
 
The following modelling decisions are made: 

 The inventory position for both inventory control policies (EWA-policy and (R,s,S)-
policy) is corrected for the amount of outdating at the last day before the expiration 
date, which is defined as the modified inventory positions. The clerks at the PLUS 
stores mark down before they place an order at HB. Moreover, PLUS stores takes the 
number of CU’s marked down and the amount of outdating at the last day before the 
expiration date into account, when placing an order. Therefore, PLUS stores apply the 
EWA-policy in the current situation; 

 The lead time and review period are both 1 day; 

 The objective to identify optimal case pack sizes for different ranges of average 
demand per day will be executed for SKU’s with a shelf life of 9, 12, and 14 days. These 
shelf lives occur most frequently for the selected SKU’s; 

 The withdrawal policy is FIFO; 

 The reorder level is based on the minimum inventory level plus the expected demand 
during review period plus lead time. The importance of this parameter will be 
discussed during the sensitivity analyses. The minimum inventory level is set on 2; 

 The PLUS stores are 7 days a week open; 

 The effect of discounting (35% discount for nearly outdated CU’s) is included. 
However, the model of Van Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2012) determines the amount 
of outdating without taking this effect into account. Moreover, PLUS stores are not 
allowed to sell CU’s on the day of expiration. Therefore, an adjustment has been made 
to the model of Van Donselaar and Broekmeulen, by reducing the shelf life with 2 days 
(see appendix O for example). This way, it is possible to determine the number of CU’s 
which are marked down. The shelf life is reduced with 1 day to determine the number 
of CU’s that are outdated; 

 The difference in amount of outdating between two days before and one day before the 
expiration date is equal to the number of CU’s that were marked down and sold. So the 
average daily demand does not change by discounting the products; 

 Demand is stochastic, discrete and positive; 

 Sales are lost when the demand of the consumer at PLUS store is not satisfied. 
Therefore, both periodic review inventory control policies are lost sales systems; 

 The expected number of order lines per SKU is based on the sales from Hollander to 
the PLUS stores. This includes the sales of PLUS stores per SKU and the amount of 
outdating per SKU; 

 The order sizes per SKU in the current situation are based on order sizes as they were 
in week 43 of 2013. 

Next paragraph elaborates the mathematical model which was used to identify the optimal 
case pack sizes. Each cost component will be discussed separately, which finally result in the 
total cost function.  
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7.4 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

As mentioned in the introduction of this section, the mathematical model consists of three 
cost components: (1) handling costs at HB, (2) handling costs at PLUS stores, (3) costs for 
amount of outdating. Before the cost components are discussed, a few model notations are 
defined. 

7.4.1 MODEL NOTATIONS 
The following model notations are used for the tool: 

   Average time to stack the shelf per CU 

   Average time to FIFO per SKU 

   Average time to search and walk per SKU 

   Average time to mark down per CU 

   Average time to dispose waste per CU 

  The case pack size 

        ( ) Average grabbing time which depends of        

  Fill rate (also known as    measure) 

    ( )      The expected relative number of CU’s outdated 

    ( )      The expected relative number of CU’s marked down 

     ( ) The expected number of order lines per week 

     ( ) The expected order size 

    Salary of picker at HB, which is set on € 0,0056 per second (= €20,- per hour) 

      
Salary of store clerk at PLUS stores, which is set on € 0,0028  per second (= 
€10,- per hour) 

    The purchase price, which is set on €2,07 

   The selling price, which is set on € 3,29 

      
Percentage of CU’s not marked down that is sold on the day before the 
expiration date, which is set on 10% 

  Percentage of discount for nearly outdated CU’s, which is set on 35% 

  
Extra cost factor to vary the fill rate penalty cost to own interest. The standard 
value is 1. 

The expected order size is determined because PLUS stores can order multiple case packs at a 
review period,      . While   is computed using formula 1 in section 4 for the EWA policy 
and formula 2 for the (R,s,S) policy. In addition,       is also indicated as     , which can be 
obtained using formula 8. 
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     ( )  
    

     ( )
 [8] 

Next part of this section will discuss the cost components of the mathematical model, starting 
with the handling costs at HB. 

7.4.2 HANDLING COSTS AT HB 
First, handling costs at HB depend on the average grabbing times. In order to model the 
handling costs at HB for every kind of case pack size, the average grabbing times for more 
than 4 CU’s are required. Appendix E analyses the average grabbing times found for grabbing a 
limited number of CU’s (until 4 CU’s). As can be seen in appendix P, it rarely occurs that an 
order picker needs to pick more than 8 CU’s and more than 2 CP’s. Therefore, this research is 
limited by determining acceptable average grabbing times for 5, 6, 7, and 8 CU’s. The average 
grabbing times are determined by using geometric series. Formula 9 displays which formula is 
used.  The average grabbing times used in the mathematical model are shown in appendix P.  

                      (          )    ∑
 

      

   

   
 

when Q ≥ 4 CU’s 

[9] 

Furthermore, this cost component depends on the number of order lines, which is explained 
in paragraph 2.2.1. The expected number of order lines      ( ) is based on the demand of 
PLUS stores, which includes the sales at PLUS stores and the amount of outdating. Therefore, 
the average grabbing time,         ( ), spend by a picker to grab the expected order 

sizes,      ( ), includes the time to grab the number of CU’s for sales and for outdating. The 
average grabbing time is converted into costs using the salary per second of the picker,    , 
which is set on € 20,- per hour. Since the expected number of order lines is determined per 
week, formula 10 also displays the mathematical model for the handling costs at HB per week. 

                    (        )       ( )          ( )      [10] 

 

7.4.3 HANDLING COSTS AT PLUS STORE 
The base of the handling costs at PLUS stores consist of the 5 sub activities mentioned in 
section 6. The average time per sub activity is determined taking into account the three PLUS 
stores. This, because the impact of handling costs at the store on the total costs of the supply 
chain will be very small (Jongen, 2013). Appendix N displays the average time per sub activity 
used for the model.   

An order line can be divided into fixed times and a variable time for the sub activities. The 
variable time per order line is the total time for sub activity 3 (stack the shelf). This time,   , 
depends on the number of CU’s per SKU (in other words: depends on the expected order size, 
     ( )) to stack the shelf per order line.  The fixed times per order line are the average 
times related to sub activities 1 (search and walk) and 2 (FIFO). Sub activities 1 and 2 are only 
executed once per order line. Furthermore, sub activity 4 (mark down) depends on the relative 
number of CU’s marked down,     ( )        This is multiplied by the average demand per 
day per SKU per store and by 7 days in order to determine the number of CU’s marked down 
per week. The costs for sub activity 5 are determined as costs for amount of outdating and will 
be discussed in the next paragraph. Note, sub activities 4 and 5 do not depend on the expected 
number of order lines.  
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The average time for sub activities 1 until 4 are converted to costs using the salary per second 
of the store clerk,      , which is set on € 10,- per hour. Formula 11 shows the mathematical 
model for the handling costs at a PLUS store per week. 

                             (        )   

[     ( )  (        ( )       )         ( )            ]        
[11] 

 

7.4.4 COSTS FOR AMOUNT OF OUTDATING 
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the total time to dispose waste at the PLUS store is 
covered by the costs for amount of outdating. In addition, it assumed that the mark down 
process does not affect the daily demand (see paragraph 7.3). This sub activity depends on the 
number of CU’s marked down which are not sold before expiration date,     ( )     . 
Furthermore, the value of the number of CU’s which are outdated is determined using the 
purchasing price (   ). Finally, ‘lost sales’ are taken into account. These are costs related to the 
lower selling price when a CU is marked down ( ) and is sold. One could have sold the CU by 
applying the selling price (  ) without marking down. However, this depends on the 
probability to sell a CU which is not marked down on the day before expiration date (     ). 
As a result, formula 12 shows the costs for the amount of outdating per week.  

                              (        )   

(    ( )            )  (            )   

    ( )                        

[12] 

 

7.4.5 FILL RATE PENALTY COST 
The fill rate is defined as the percentage of demand which can be satisfied from the shelf 
immediately. The first time when the product is not available on the shelves, customers will 
probably choose another product (= substitution). In particular, Van Donselaar et al. (2007) 
found that customers have a high willingness to substitute perishable items. However, PLUS 
stores will lose their customers when their favorite items are more frequently not available. 
Therefore, in order to prevent a reduction of the fill rate, the fill rate penalty cost is 
introduced. This penalty cost ensures that the tradeoff between the amount of outdating and 
the fill rate is optimized. The percentage of demand which cannot be satisfied from the shelf 
immediately is determined by: 1-  . This is multiplied by the average demand per day per SKU 
per store and by 7 days in order to determine the demand per week which is not satisfied from 
the shelf immediately. Then, the value of this demand, the lost sales, is determined using the 
selling price,     Finally, an extra cost factor,  , is added for the users of the tool. This way, one 
can change the penalty costs to own interest. The standard value for this cost factor is 1. 
Formula 13 shows the fill rate penalty costs per week. 

                        (        )   

(    )              
[13] 
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7.4.6 TOTAL COSTS PER YEAR 
The total cost function is obtained by adding the four cost components mentioned above. A 
store is not open each day of the year. To compensate this, it is assumed to be open for 51 
weeks on average. The formula below shows the total costs function per year per SKU per 
store. 

 

                                       (         )   
 

   (     ( )          ( )     
 [     ( )  (        ( )       )         ( )            ]

       (    ( )            )  (            )      ( )     
                   (    )             ) 
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8. RESULTS 
This section of the research project discusses the results obtained using the tool. First, the 
optimal case pack sizes for different ranges of average demand per day per SKU per store are 
discussed. This will be determined for both inventory control policies. Secondly, potential 
savings are shown for 3 different SKU’s in order to estimate the financial impact of optimal 
case pack sizes. Furthermore, the results of the model are validated for the handling costs at 
the PLUS stores, the grabbing costs at HB, and the costs of waste. Finally, the efficient frontier 
curve is shown to analyse the trade-off between the lost sales and relative outdating. 

8.1 OPTIMAL INVENTORY POLICY 

In this paragraph difference is made between two kinds of average daily demand: (1) the 
theoretical average daily demand, (2) the actual average daily demand. The theoretical average 
daily demand is the demand ranged from 0,05 CU’s until 2 CU’s. In the following this demand 
is defined as     . The actual average daily demand is the demand which is determined in 

paragraph 4.4 from the point of sales data. In the following this demand is defined as “PLUS 
store-SKU combination”.  

This paragraph describes the optimal case pack sizes for average demand per day per SKU per 
store between      = 0,05 CU’s until      = 2 CU’s. This range is made because almost 99% of 

all PLUS store-SKU combinations are smaller than 2 CU’s. In addition, three different shelf 
lifes per policy are taken into account:   = 9;   = 12;   = 14. First, both inventory control 
policies are analysed in order to find the optimal inventory control policy. Appendix Q 
displays which values are used as input parameters for the tool when using the EWA-policy 
and the (R,s,S)-policy. The selling price is set on € 3,29, and the purchasing price is set on € 
2,07. Both price values are determined by taking the average of all SKU’s of this research 
project into account. Furthermore, the fill rate penalty is set on ‘0’, because this cost 
component does not influence the decision of the optimal inventory policy.   

 

FIGURE 13: TOTAL MINIMAL YEARLY COSTS PER MU_DAY FOR BOTH INVENTORY CONTROL POLICIES 
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In order to find the best inventory control policy, both policies are plotted in the figure above. 
Figure 13 shows the minimal yearly costs for m = 14 and for each value of     . The y-axis 

shows the total minimal costs (in euro’s) per year per SKU per store. The x-axis shows the 
average daily demand per SKU per store:     . Note, several figures are shown in this section, 

which start at an average daily demand per SKU per store of 0,75 CU’s. This way differences in 
results are easier to observe. 

It can be seen that the policy, which results in the lowest yearly costs, is the (R,s,S)-policy. For 
example, the difference in total minimal yearly costs between (R,s,S)-policy and EWA-policy is 
more than 10% when     = 0,9. This result also applies for    = 9 and   = 12 (see appendix Q). 

Note that peaks are observed for     = 1,25. These are caused by the rounding off procedure of 

the reorder level. The reorder level, when     = 1,25, is equal to 4,5. However, by rounding off, 

this number will be 5. Therefore, total minimal yearly costs will be higher due to higher costs 
of waste, which is caused by the rounded reorder level. 

Furthermore, the total minimal yearly costs of (R,s,S)-policy and EWA-policy are higher for m 
= 9 than it is for m = 12 or m = 14. The reason for this is that the costs for outdating become 
higher for SKU’s with smaller shelf lifes. Since costs for outdating are a very large part of the 
total minimal yearly costs it results in a higher increase of the total costs for SKU’s with m = 9 
than for m = 12 or m = 14. Figure 14 shows the optimum values (in other words, the lowest 
minimal yearly costs) in the (R,s,S)-policy for m = 9, 12, and 14. It is observed that the total 
minimal yearly costs are higher when shelf life decreases. 

 

FIGURE 14: OPTIMA OF (R,S,S)-POLICY FOR M = 9, 12, AND 14 
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Figure 15 displays an example of the results for the (R,s,S)-policy when the shelf life is 9. In 
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that, when MOQ = 2, the amount of outdating and the fill rate are low. Consequently, the total 
minimal yearly cost increases by the fill rate penalty cost just before the ‘critical rounding off’ 
when          . Therefore, the optimal case pack size between                  is MOQ = 

3. The amount of outdating, for MOQ = 2, increases again when the reorder level is rounded 
up from 3,5 to 4, which should result in higher total minimal yearly costs. However, the fill 
rate penalty cost decreases more (see appendix R). Consequently, the total minimal yearly cost 
also decreases, resulting in an optimal order size of MOQ = 2 when average daily demand is 
between                 . 

 

FIGURE 15: RANGE OF MU_DAY FOR (R,S,S) POLICY WHEN M = 9 

Appendix Q displays the results for both policies. Each policy has three figures using different 
shelf lives:   = 9;   = 12;   = 14. When these figures are compared, one can see that the range 
of      per MOQ (for (R,s,S)-policy) or Q (for EWA-policy) makes a shift when shelf life 

increases. For example, the best order size for the EWA-policy for     ˂ 0,62 is Q = 1 when m 

= 9 days. In comparison, the best order size for the same range of      is Q = 3, when m = 12 

days. This shift can be explained by the decrease in amount of outdating when shelf life 
increases. Higher shelf lifes increase the probability that CU’s are sold before expiration date 
when      remains constant. Therefore, it is more efficient for PLUS stores to order larger case 

pack sizes for SKU’s with m = 12 and m = 14 at the same average daily demand compared to 
SKU’s with m = 9, without increasing the risk of more outdating. 

Furthermore, another interruption is observed for the (R,s,S)-policy when m = 12 and      = 

1,75, which is caused by the rounding off of the reorder level (see appendix Q). The optimal 
order size for this average daily demand is MOQ = 6, while one should expect that MOQ = 7. 
The difference in total minimal yearly costs between MOQ = 6 and MOQ = 7 when      = 1,75 

is € 0,70. If these extra costs are multiplied by the number of times the PLUS store-SKU 
combinations occur when     = 1,75 for m = 12, one can observe the impact of these extra 

costs. It is observed that the number of times PLUS store-SKU combinations occur is 13. In 
other words, the total supply chain could only save € 9,10 per year (= 13 * 0.7) when using 
MOQ = 6. This proportion of saving also applies when m = 14 for      = 1,25 (see appendix Q). 

Moreover, these differences in total minimal yearly costs are very small and can be ignored 
when making a decision for the optimal MOQ per     .Table 6 displays the optimal MOQ-
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sizes for different ranges of      when m = 9, 12, and 14. For example, PLUS stores should 

order MOQ = 5 when average daily demand is equal to 1,2 CU’s for SKU’s with m = 12. Note 
that, in Table 6 for m = 9, the ranges of      are not determined when MOQ = 7 and 8, 

because this research project considers all PLUS store-SKU combinations with       2,0 (see 

the introduction of paragraph 7.1).  

Table 7 shows the average fill rates in order to analyse the impact of the optimal case pack 
sizes. The current average fill rate is determined by taking the average of the fill rates over all 
PLUS store-SKU combinations. It is observed that the lost sales in the new situation increase 
with 2% for SKU’s with m = 14, but decreases with 4% for SKU’s with m = 12. However, the lost 
sales increases with more than 50% for SKU with m = 9. Paragraph 8.2 shows how the fill rate 
in the new situation remains the same compared to the current situation and still result in 
impressive savings.   
 

MOQ Range of      when m = 9 Range of      when m = 12 Range of      when m = 14 

MOQ = 1                            0,46 

MOQ = 2 0,73                             - 

MOQ = 3            0,73                  0,46        0,71 

MOQ = 4            1,23                 0,71        1,02  

MOQ = 5            1,70                1,02        1,15 

MOQ = 6       1,70 1,43        1,63 1,15        1,39 

MOQ = 7 - 1,63        1,87 1,39        1,47 

MOQ = 8 -       1,87       1,47 
TABLE 6: RANGE OF MU_DAY PER MOQ-SIZE WHEN M = 9, 12, AND 14 

 

SKU’s with shelf life m Average fill rate in 
current situation 

Average fill rate in 
optimal situation 

SKU’s with m = 9 0,965 0,945 

SKU’s with m = 12 0,952 0,954 

SKU’s with m = 14 0,959 0,958 

TABLE 7: AVERAGE FILL RATE IN CURRENT AND OPTIMAL SITUATION, PENALTY COST =   

8.2 POTENTIAL SAVINGS 

This paragraph determines the potential yearly savings for 3 SKU’s: 

 Pizza Toscana; 

 Nasi Goreng; 

 Macaroni Bolognese. 

The tables below show the total yearly costs per cost component for each SKU. Furthermore, 
the percentage of change is shown, which is negative for decrease and positive for increase of 
total yearly costs. The last column displays the potential yearly savings. These are based on the 
current yearly costs and the optimal yearly costs. Furthermore, the current average fill rate is 
determined over all PLUS stores and is compared with the average fill rate in the optimal 
situation.  
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The optimal yearly costs are determined by using the (R,s,S)-policy and current yearly costs 
are determined by using the current case pack size for the relevant SKU’s: 

 Pizza Toscana (m = 8) currently has a case pack size of 3 CU’s and is grabbed in CP’s at 
HB; 

 Nasi Goreng (m = 11) currently has a case pack size of 2 CU’s and is grabbed in 2 CU’s at 
HB; 

 Macaroni Bolognese (m = 14) currently has a case pack size of 6 CU’s and is grabbed in 
CP’s at HB. 

8.2.1 VALIDATION OF THE RESULTS 
The potential savings are determined using all data of PLUS stores that sold Pizza Toscana 
during week 39 of 2012 until week 38 of 2013 (= 222 stores). First the results are analyzed 
without the fill rate penalty costs. The only difference between the current and optimal 
situation is the case pack size. Table 8 shows the potential yearly savings: € 9.768,17. The 
potential savings for the handling costs of 222 PLUS stores are € 254,55, which is relatively 
small compared to the savings in the cost of waste. In other words, the potential savings can 
be realized by executing extra handling activities at HB, which only costs € 158,60. However, as 
expected, the lost sales increases with 139,2%.  

Cost components 
for Pizza Toscana 

Current 
yearly costs 

Optimal yearly 
costs 

Percentage of 
change 

Potential 
yearly 

savings 

PLUS stores (222) € 1.090,56 € 836,01 -23,34% € 254,55 

HB € 307,74 € 466,34 51,54% € -158,60 

Cost of waste € 22.189,50 € 12.517,28 -43,59% € 9.672,22 

Fill rate 0,958 0,901 -139,20% - 

Fill rate penalty - - - - 

Total costs € 23.587,80 € 13.819,63 -41,41% € 9.768,17 
TABLE 8: THE POTENTIAL YEARLY SAVINGS OF PIZZA TOSCANA, PENALTY COST =   

The next paragraph determines the effect of the penalty costs on the fill rate and the total 
savings. Before that explanation it is necessary to validate the results of the model. The next 
part determines how the model performs compared to the real data. It validates the results for 
the cost of waste, handling costs at the PLUS stores, and the grabbing time at HB. 

COSTS OF WASTE 
The real total costs of waste per week for all PLUS stores in 2013 for the convenience items (210 
SKU’s) are € 13.147,15, excluding fruit and potatoes (see appendix A). However, the SKU’s 
inside boxes and juices are included, while this project does not take this into account. The 
total number of SKU’s after excluding these items is 124, which results in total costs of waste 
per week of € 7.505,72. The total cost of waste per week in the model is € 8.759,18, which is 
determined for 119 SKU’s. This deviation is explained by the different way of calculating the 
cost of waste. In the real situation, the total amount of outdating per week is only multiplied 
with the purchasing price. In contrast, the model also takes the costs to dispose waste and the 
“lost sales” into account. Specifically, the total costs of waste per week in the model are € 
7.923,65, when it is determined in the same way. Now, the deviation of the model is only 5% 
compared to the results in the real situation. 
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HANDLING COSTS AT THE PLUS STORES 
PLUS stores apply the number of case packs per hour as measurement to check the efficiency 
of the clerks. According to an expert opinion1, clerks should easily stack 2 case packs per 
minute for convenience products. This norm is confirmed by the data of the three PLUS stores 
which were visited. The average productivity of these clerks was 8 case packs per 10 minutes. 
This results in € 0,0210 per case pack, when the salary of the clerk is € 10,- per hour. For the 
model, the average handling costs per case pack is € 0,0153. The difference can be explained by 
excluding the activity to put away empty case packs. Another activity which is not included in 
the model is the time to help the customers.  

GRABBING COSTS AT HB 
To validate the costs of grabbing time, the costs for grabbing one case pack of Pizza Toscana 
are determined. HB sells about 7639 CP’s of Pizza Toscana to all PLUS stores. The grabbing 
costs per year for all PLUS stores are € 286,50, which is determined by the model.  This means 
that the costs of grabbing one case pack are € 0,012. Another example is determined to show 
that this result is not random. The cost of grabbing one case pack of Macaroni Bolognese, 
determined by the model, is € 0,011. Currently, pickers have a productivity of 63 CP/hour for 
the convenience group. The salary costs per picker are € 20 per hour. Then, the picking costs 
per case pack at HB are € 0,032.  Tompkins et al. (2010) state that 35% of order picker’s time is 
related the time to search and grab the items from the picking location (see paragraph 1.5). 
This percentage is also confirmed by the manager of logistics. This means that the grabbing 
costs per case pack are € 0,011, which is exactly the same as the costs of grabbing one case pack 
of Macaroni Bolognese. 

As a conclusion, the results of the model for the costs of waste and grabbing costs at HB are 
very close to the actual data. The difference between the results of the model and the actual 
data for the handling costs at the PLUS stores can be explained. Furthermore, the handling 
costs at the PLUS stores and the grabbing costs at HB have little impact on the total costs for 
the supply chain of PLUS and HB. Table 9 shows the results in an extreme example when the 
time for the handling activities at the PLUS stores and the time for grabbing at HB are 
multiplied by 10. As can be seen, costs for grabbing are still relatively small compared to the 
costs of waste.  

Cost components 
for Pizza Toscana 

Current 
yearly costs 

Optimal 
yearly costs 

Percentage of 
change 

Potential 
yearly savings 

PLUS stores (222) € 5.452,82 € 4.178,22 -23,38% € 1.274,61 

HB € 1.538,67 € 2.329,74 51,41% € -791,07 

Cost of waste € 23.101,14 € 13.032,18 -43,59% € 10.068,95 

Fill rate 0,958 0,904 -131,41% - 

Fill rate penalty - - - - 

Total costs € 30.092,63 € 19.540,14 -35,07% € 10.552,49 

TABLE 9: POTENTIAL YEARLY SAVINGS WHEN TIME OF HANDLING IS MULTIPLIED WITH    

 
 

                                                      
1
 Bert Schreurs, former entrepreneur of PLUS 
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8.2.2 FILL RATE PENALTY 
This part analyzes the potential savings by including the fill rate penalty (see paragraph 7.4.5). 
Table 10 shows the output of the model for Pizza Toscana, when the penalty cost is 1 times the 
selling price. The first cost component (handling costs of PLUS stores) results in a potential 
saving of € 263,10 per year, which reduces that cost component with 24,12%. Furthermore, 
costs at HB increases with 45,62% due to the extra handling activities for grabbing CU’s 
instead of CP’s. However, even with a fill rate penalty, the potential savings in the cost of 
waste are still very large,: € 8.012,05. The decrease in lost sales is now 42,96%, which is an 
improvement compared to the situation in which no penalty costs are applied. 

Cost components 
for Pizza Toscana 

Current 
yearly costs 

Optimal 
yearly costs 

Percentage of 
change 

Potential 
yearly savings 

PLUS stores (222) € 1.090,56 € 827,47 -24,12% € 263,10 

HB € 307,74 € 448,13 45,62% € -140,39 

Cost of waste € 22.189,50 € 13.184,08 -40,58% € 9.005,42 

Fill rate 0,958 0,941 -42,96% - 

Fill rate penalty € 3.151,30 € 4.267,38 35,42% € -1.116,08 

Total costs € 26.739,10 € 18.727,05 -29,96% € 8.012,05 

TABLE 10: PIZZA TOSCANA, PENALTY COST IS   TIMES THE PURCHASING PRICE 

Table 11 displays the results in order to show that, even with 3 times the penalty costs, there 
are still high savings possible. As can be seen the average fill rate in the optimal situation is 
now almost equal to the current situation, while the total savings, only decreases with 26,7%. 
Appendix S furthermore shows the results of the MOQ-sizes which have been used in the 
optimal situation for Table 11.  

Cost components 
for Pizza Toscana 

Current 
yearly costs 

Optimal 
yearly costs 

Percentage of 
change 

Potential 
yearly savings 

PLUS stores (222) € 1.090,56 € 830,51 -23,85% € 260,05 

HB € 307,74 € 414,24 34,61% € -106,51 

Cost of waste € 22.189,50 € 15.330,94 -30,91% € 6.858,56 

Fill rate 0,958 0,954 -11,12% - 

Fill rate penalty € 9.453,89 € 9.308,50 -1,54% € 145,39 

Total costs € 33.041,69 € 25.884,19 -21,66% € 7.157,50 

TABLE 11: PIZZA TOSCANA, PENALTY COST IS   TIMES THE PURCHASING PRICE 

MACARONI BOLOGNESE 
In total, 259 PLUS stores sold Macaroni Bolognese during week 39 of 2012 until week 38 of 
2013. Table 12 shows the output of the model when the penalty cost is 1 times the selling price.  
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Cost components 
for Macaroni B. 

Current 
yearly costs 

Optimal 
yearly costs 

Percentage of 
change 

Potential 
yearly savings 

PLUS stores (259) € 726,95 € 524,00 -27,92% € 202,95 

HB € 205,41 € 343,16 67,07% € -137,76 

Cost of waste € 7.676,31 € 3.413,44 -55,53% € 4.262,87 

Fill rate 0,968 0,953 -49,23% - 

Fill rate penalty € 1.370,61 € 1.923,22 -40,32% € -552,61 

Total costs € 9.979,27 € 6.203,81 -37,83% € 3.775,45 

TABLE 12: MACARONI BOLOGNESE, PENALTY COST IS   TIMES THE PURCHASING PRICE 

The costs for HB increase with 67%, which is a larger increase in costs compared to the Pizza 
Toscana. This is still a relatively small investment (= € 137,76) compared to the savings in the 
costs of waste for the supply chain, which results in an impressive decrease of 55,53%. 
However, the lost sales increase with almost 50%. Therefore, Table 13 shows the results when 
the penalty cost is increased to 3 times the selling price. As can be seen, the difference in fill 
rate is now only 14,70%, while the savings in the costs of waste are still large. Furthermore, an 
additional advantage appears for the grabbing costs at HB. A high fill rate penalty results in 
larger MOQ-sizes, which results in less grabbing costs per CU. Therefore, the extra costs 
decrease from € 137,76 to € 93,84. 

Cost components 
for Macaroni B. 

Current 
yearly costs 

Optimal 
yearly costs 

Percentage of 
change 

Potential 
yearly savings 

PLUS stores (259) € 726,95 € 509,55 -29,91% € 217,40 

HB € 205,41 € 299,25 45,69% € -93,84 

Cost of waste € 7.676,31 € 4.423,69 -42,37% € 3.252,62 

Fill rate 0,968 0,964 -14,70% - 

Fill rate penalty € 4.111,83 € 4.066,56 -1,10% € 45,26 

Total costs € 12.720,48 € 9.299,04 -26,90% € 3.421,45 

TABLE 13: MACARONI BOLOGNESE, PENALTY COST IS   TIMES THE PURCHASING PRICE 

NASI GORENG 
This SKU was sold by 256 PLUS stores during week 39 of 2012 until week 38 of 2013. Table 14 
shows the output of the model when the penalty cost is 1 times the selling price. The average 
daily demand is 2 times greater than Pizza Toscana and Macaroni Bolognese. Almost 80% of 
the average daily demand of all PLUS store-Nasi Goreng combinations is above     = 0,5. This 

is reflected by a change in the importance of the cost components shown in Table 14. The fill 
rate in the current situation is much lower than in the optimal situation. Therefore, the fill 
rate penalty costs increase for SKU’s with a higher average daily demand. The results are now 
based on the penalty costs instead of the costs of waste. The optimal situation ensures an 
increase of the fill rate by higher MOQ–sizes, which results in less penalty costs. On the other 
hand, the fill rate in the current situation is fixed, because the minimal inventory remains the 
same. In reality, this parameter increases for a higher average daily demand. It is not known 
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which algorithm is applied by PLUS to determine the minimum inventory level (or the safety 
stock). Therefore, the impact of increasing the minimal inventory is shown in a sensitivity 
analysis.  

Cost components 
for Nasi Goreng 

Current 
yearly costs 

Optimal 
yearly costs 

Percentage of 
change 

Potential 
yearly savings 

PLUS stores (256) 
€ 553,66 € 461,71 -16,61% € 91,95 

HB 
€ 337,51 € 302,88 -10,26% € 34,63 

Cost of waste 
€ 4.906,86 € 4.995,40 1,80% € -88,55 

Fill rate 
0,924 0,952 36,92% - 

Fill rate penalty 
€ 11.088,56 € 6.624,25 -40,26% € 4.464,31 

Total costs 
€ 16.886,58 € 12.384,24 -26,66% € 4.502,34 

TABLE 14: NASI GORENG, PENALTY COST IS   TIMES THE PURCHASING PRICE 

Table 15 shows a summary of the fill rates for the three SKU’s. Specifically, it shows the 
average, the minimum, and the maximum fill rate of all PLUS stores for Pizza Toscana and 
Macaroni Bolognese. The same results for Nasi Goreng are presented in the next paragraph, 
because of the change in minimum inventory level. Furthermore, the results are shown when 
the fill rate penalty is 1 and 3. It shows that, in the current situation for Pizza Toscana, the 
minimum fill rate for all PLUS stores is 0,890. The minimum fill rate reduces to 0,876 when 
PLUS stores apply the (R,s,S)-policy and a penalty cost of 1. However, the minimum fill rate 
increases to 0,927 when the penalty cost is 3. In other words, for all PLUS stores it applies that 
the fill rate is minimal 0,927. The minimum and maximum fill rate for Macaroni Bolognese 
remains the same, but the average fill rate reduces from 0,968 to 0,953, when the penalty cost 
is 1. However, the minimum fill rate increases to 0,928 when the penalty cost is 3. 

SKU min/max 
of P2 

current 
situation 

optimal 
situation(penalty 

cost = 1) 

Optimal 
situation(penalty 

cost = 3) 

Pizza Toscana 
  
  

average 
min 
max 

0,958 
0,890 
0,998 

0,941 
0,876 
0,994 

0,954 
0,927 
0,994 

Macaroni Bolognese 
  
  

average 
min 
max 

0,968 
0,915 
0,994 

0,953 
0,915 
0,994 

0,964 
0,928 
0,994 

TABLE 15: AVERAGE FILL RATES 

In general, one can observe that the costs of waste are the largest cost component and 
therefore the most important component to reduce. There are large savings possible in the 
costs of waste when the (R,s,S)-policy is applied. The costs for handling activities at PLUS 
stores decreases. The reason for this is that the number of CU’s to mark down and to remove 
waste decreases significantly, because of less amount of outdating. Also the order size per 
order line decreases, while the number of order lines increases slightly. Therefore, costs for 
handling activities at PLUS stores decreases in the optimal situation. Furthermore, costs for 
handling activities at HB become much higher. However, the amount of costs is relatively 
small, especially compared to the large savings in cost of waste. The fill rate penalty cost 
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prevents a reduction in the fill rate, while there are still large savings possible. Finally, an 
additional advantage appears for the grabbing costs at HB. A high penalty cost results in larger 
MOQ-sizes, which results in less grabbing costs per CU. 

Next paragraph analysis the sensitivity of the model when 2 input parameters changes. The 
savings for Nasi Goreng are determined when the minimum inventory level is higher. Further, 
the percentage of CU’s that are not marked down but sold will be analyzed.  

8.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

This paragraph determines the impact of change in two model input parameters on the actual 
outcome of the mathematical model. The following scenarios will be analyzed: 

 Change of minimum inventory level; 

 Change in percentage of CU’s not marked down but sold (=      ). 

8.3.1 MINIMUM INVENTORY LEVEL 
As mentioned in section 7, the reorder level depends on the minimum inventory level. During 
the research project the minimum inventory level was assumed to be 2. This assumption was 
made because there was no data about the safety stock available. Therefore, this paragraph 
will validate the selected minimum inventory level by analyzing the outcome of the 
mathematical model when the minimum inventory level is changed.  

Paragraph 8.2.2 showed that a high average daily demand result in high penalty costs for the 
fill rate when the minimum inventory remains the same. In reality, the minimum inventory 
level increases along with the average demand which results in a higher fill rate and lower 
penalty costs. Therefore, in the next example, it is assumed that the minimum average fill rate 
should be at least 0,95. This fill rate is chosen because in the current situation the same 
average fill rate value occurs for Pizza Toscana and Macaroni Bolognese. It enforces the 
minimum inventory to increase to the level of 3. Note that, in the optimal situation, with 
minimum inventory level of 2, already has a fill rate higher than 0,95 (see Table 14). Therefore, 
Table 16 displays the results of the current situation with minimum inventory of 3 and the 
optimal situation with minimum inventory of 2. In other words, this example assumes that the 
minimum inventory level in reality is equal to 3. 

Cost components 
for Nasi Goreng 

Current 
yearly costs 

Optimal 
yearly costs 

Percentage of 
change 

Potential 
yearly savings 

PLUS stores (256) € 700,35 € 461,71 -34,07% € -238,65 

HB € 396,81 € 302,88 -23,67% € -93,93 

Cost of waste € 8.107,89 € 4.995,40 -38,39% € 3.112,49 

Fill rate 0,964 0,952 -35,37% - 

Fill rate penalty € 5.517,31 € 6.624,25 20,06% € -1.106,94 

Total costs € 14.722,37 € 12.384,24 15,88% € 2.338,14 

TABLE 16: NASI GORENG, PENALTY COST IS   TIMES THE PURCHASING PRICE 

It can be seen that the average fill rate in the current situation is now increased to 0,964. Still, 
the costs for the fill rate penalty are high. However, the largest cost component is now the 
costs of waste. Note that this example assumes a minimum inventory level of 3 for 256 PLUS 
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stores. In reality this depends on the average daily demand and is different for every PLUS 
store. Nevertheless, it can be seen that, also for Nasi Goreng, it is very likely that there will be 
savings in the costs of waste. 

Table 17 shows the results of the fill rates for Nasi Goreng. Now, also the fill rates for a 
minimum inventory of 3 are shown, since the average daily demand for this SKU is much 
higher than it is for Pizza Toscana and Macaroni Bolognese. The minimum and maximum fill 
rates are respectively 0,914 and 0,997, when the minimum inventory is equal to 3 in the 
current situation. In other words, every PLUS store will have a fill rate which is at least equal 
to 0,914, when in reality the minimum inventory is 3. In comparison, the minimum fill rate, 
when PLUS stores apply the (R,s,S)-policy, is the same with a minimum inventory of 2. The 
entrepreneurs of PLUS stores achieve almost the same average fill rate with a lower minimum 
inventory, which also result in less costs of waste (see Table 16). 

SKU 
min/max 
of P2 

current 
situation 

optimal 
situation 

Nasi 
Goreng 

minimum 
inventory  

2 3 2 3 

  average 0,924 0,964 0,952 0,974 

  min 0,861 0,914 0,914 0,953 

  max 0,982 0,997 0,994 0,999 
TABLE 17: AVERAGE FILL RATES FOR NASI GORENG 

The previous example shows that entrepreneurs of PLUS stores can, besides the fill rate 
penalty, also vary the minimum inventory level to increase the fill rate. The tool makes it 
possible to simply adjust both parameters in order to find the optimal situation. Next part 
discusses the impact of a different minimum inventory level in more detail for the (R,s,S)-
policy. 
 
Appendix T shows the results for the (R,s,S)-policy with m = 9 when the minimum inventory is 
1, 2, and 3. The fill rate penalty is set on 1. Other input parameters are the same as in section 8. 
As can be seen, a minimum inventory level of 1 requires a larger MOQ when      increases 

compared to the situation in which the minimum inventory level is 3. The reason for this 
difference is that a minimum inventory level of 3 has sufficient CU’s on the shelf to satisfy the 
average daily demand. In contrary, when the minimum inventory level is 1, one should order 
more CU’s (larger MOQ) to satisfy the same average daily demand. Another difference is that 
the total minimal yearly costs are the highest when the minimum inventory level is 3.  A 
minimum inventory level of 3 ensures that there are enough CU’s to satisfy the demand. In 
other words, it results in a high fill rate. On the other hand, if a PLUS store always has enough 
CU’s on the shelf it results in high costs of waste. In addition, it is shown that costs of waste 
are an important component for total costs. Therefore, high costs of waste result in higher 
total minimal yearly costs when minimum inventory increases. 
 

8.3.2 PERCENTAGE OF CU’S NOT MARKED DOWN BUT SOLD 
This input parameter is used to determine the “lost sales” in the model. These are costs related 
to the lower selling price when a ‘CU is marked down ( ) and is sold’. One could have sold the 
CU by applying the selling price (  ) without mark down. However, this depends on the 
probability to sell a CU which is not marked down on the day before expiration date (     ). 
The basic input value of this parameter is based on expert’s opinion. Therefore, this paragraph 
changes the input parameter (     ) in order to be sure that results do not significantly differ. 
Other input parameters are the basic values which are shown in appendix Q. 
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Figure 16 shows the optimum line of the total minimal yearly costs for the (R,s,S)-policy when 
m = 9. The optima for different values of       (= 0,o; 0,1; 0,2; 0,3; 0,6) are shown. 

 
FIGURE 16: LOWEST MINIMAL YEARLY COSTS PER MU_DAY FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF M_SOLD 

As can be seen the total minimal yearly costs are higher for high values of      . In other 
words, the higher the probability that the number of CU’s, which are not marked down, are 
sold in the last day before the expiration date, the higher the “lost sales” on discounting. High 
“lost sales” result in high cost of waste. However, the impact on the costs of waste will be 
limited when the amount of outdating becomes smaller, which is true in the case of the 
(R,s,S)-policy. Therefore, savings in costs of waste increase for high values of      , when the 
(R,s,S)-policy and the EWA-policy are compared. 

Furthermore, the difference in total yearly minimal costs become smaller when      increases. 

This is because the number of CU’s which are marked down are related to the amount of 
outdating: the higher the amount of outdating, the more CU’s are marked down on the last 
day before the expiration date. Higher demand ensures that CU’s are sold before the 
expiration date. Therefore, when the amount of outdating (or in this case the number of CU’s 
marked down) is zero, no differences in total minimal yearly costs are observed. For SKU’s 
with a higher shelf life (m = 12 and m = 14) differences in total minimal yearly costs between 
different values of       are smaller for the same      (see appendix U). As mentioned in 

paragraph 8.1, higher shelf lifes increase the probability that CU’s are sold before the 
expiration date (or in this case: are sold before the day of mark down) when average daily 
demand remains constant. Therefore, less amount of outdating reduces the differences in total 
minimal yearly costs for each     . 

The next paragraph shows the performance of the optimal inventory policy in a trade-off 
between lost sales (= 1 -   ) and relative outdating. Using this trade off, PLUS stores can 
identify how well they perform compared to the optimal situation. 

8.4 EFFICIENT FRONTIER CURVE 

The approximations for the lost sales (=1 -   ) and the relative outdating enable a trade-off 
between these two performance measures, which is defined as the efficient frontier curve 
(BETA working paper nr 447). The relative outdating is the percentage of outdating compared 
to     . For example, if the relative outdating is 120% this means that the amount of outdating 
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is 1,2 times greater than     . By varying the reorder level one can visualize the trade-off. The 

tool parameters for the base scenario based on the optimal situation are shown in Table 18.  

Tool parameters Base scenario 

Lead time 1 day 

Review time 1 day 

Mean daily demand 0,3 

Standard deviation 
daily demand 

0,62 

MOQ 1 

Shelf life 12 
TABLE 18: TOOL PARAMETERS IN BASE SCENARIO 

Figure 17 shows the base scenario for Lasagne Bolognese which is compared with alternative 
scenario’s in which the average daily demand is increased from 0,3 to 0,6 and from 0,3 to 0,9. 
For each scenario the optimal curve is shown by varying the reorder level from 1 until 10. 
Furthermore, the current situation of each scenario is visualized by using dots in the graph. 
Currently, Lasagne Bolognese can be ordered in CP’s of 3 CU’s. Therefore, the EWA-policy 
with Q = 3 is applied to determine the current situation of each scenario. 

For example, the yellow dot in Figure 17 is the current situation when      = 0,3: the relative 

outdating is 43% and lost sales is 1,66%. In the optimal situation, when MOQ = 1 and reorder 
level = 3, the relative outdating is about 37% for the same percentage of lost sales. This means 
a reduction of 14%. As expected, the lost sales increases and the relative outdating decreases in 
the current situation for a higher average daily demand per SKU per store. For example, the 
lost sales are almost 6% when      = 0,6 and relative outdating is 5,7%. In comparison, for the 

same lost sales, one can obtain a relative outdating of 4% when the (R,s,S)-policy is applied. In 
other words, the relative outdating decreases with 30,2%.  

 

FIGURE 17: TRADE-OFF LOST SALES AND RELATIVE OUTDATING LASAGNE BOLOGNESE 

Finally, the current situation for      = 0,9 results in a relative outdating of 2,7% and lost sales 

of 5,2%. In the optimal situation, relative outdating reduces with almost 65%, when lost sales 
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remains the same. In addition, it is possible to reduce the lost sales by 60%, when relative 
outdating remains the same.  

Concluding, the (R,s,S)-policy shows that the percentage of decrease in relative outdating is 
large for PLUS stores with high average daily demand compared to the current policy. Vice 
versa, the percentage of decrease in relative outdating is small when the average daily demand 
is low. However, the savings in the costs of waste depend on the amount of outdating. A small 
decrease in the relative outdating can result in high savings in the costs of waste.   
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IMPLEMENTATION AND CONCLUSION 
This section contains the main conclusions and recommendations of the research project. The 
initial goal of the project was to reduce the costs of waste at the PLUS stores by optimizing the 
case pack sizes for convenience products at HB, considering entailed additional supply chain 
operating costs. Within this section two implementation plans are described. Furthermore, 
the discussion section will explain the implications of the results. Finally, the conclusions will 
be drawn in sequence of the different phases of the research project. 

9. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
This section elaborates the implementation phase of the project by describing how to 
implement the results of the optimization tool into the current ordering processes of the PLUS 
stores. From the results of section 8 it can be concluded that the replenishment policy of PLUS 
stores is not cost optimal when looking to the total costs in the supply chain. The (R,s,S)-
policy leads to lower costs, specifically lower costs of waste, even when the fill rate penalty 
costs are included. There are two possibilities to implement this at the PLUS stores: (1) 
develop a tool with optimal MOQ-sizes for each range of     , or (2) implement the model of 

section 7 into the current ordering algorithm (G&A). 

9.1 REQUIREMENTS BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION 

Before the model is implemented, some of the assumptions made during the research project 
should be taken into account or need future research.  

 For using the (R,s,S)-policy in practice, one should keep in mind that the inventory 
position is corrected for the amount of outdating at the last day before the expiration 
date. Clerks should mark down before they place an order. In that way, PLUS stores 
can take the number of CU’s marked down and the amount of outdating at the last day 
before the expiration date into account, when placing an order; 

 This research project assumes a FIFO withdrawal policy, while in practice customers 
apply a combination of FIFO and LIFO. Besides, the model ensures larger differences 
between shelf lifes of the products (see for more detail section 10). Therefore, 
customers will apply the LIFO withdrawal policy even more. Further research is 
necessary to adapt the model for both withdrawal policies; 

 The model can only be used for convenience products which are transported from HB; 

 The data collected from PLUS Retail is based on the sales during week 39 2012 until 
week 38 2013. In the time between week 38 2013 and now, several changes have been 
made in the assortment. Products with a lot of waste in 2013 are excluded of the 
assortment and also new products are introduced. Therefore, the data should be 
continuously updated for the new products in order to apply more accurate results of 
the potential savings; 

 Several SKUs were excluded because of unpacking the CU’s, the stacking location in 
the store, and other extra handling activities at the PLUS stores. The model does not 
take the costs of these extra handling activities into account. However, the total costs 
for the handling activities at the PLUS stores are very small compared to the total costs 
of waste, even when the handling times at the PLUS stores are multiplied by 10 (see 
paragraph 8.2.1). Therefore, SKU’s that require extra handling activities will not 
significantly change the savings in the costs of waste. In other words, the model is 
generally applicable for all convenience products from HB; 
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 The model assumes that all PLUS stores mark down. The time to mark down can be set 
on zero to adjust the model for PLUS stores that do not mark down. Besides, the last 
cost component in the model for the costs of waste, the “lost sales” when a product is 
marked down and sold, should be excluded (see in more detail section 10). 

DEVELOP TOOL 
Paragraph 8.1.1 determines the optimal MOQ-sizes for each range of     . These results are 

based on SKU’s with m = 9, 12, and 14. Also, the average selling and purchasing price of all 
SKU’s are taken into account. By only applying these SKU’s the results are roughly 
representative. It is more accurate to determine the optimal MOQ-sizes for each individual 
SKU. This can be executed by using the unique tool of this research project. The standard 
deviation of the average daily demand is automatically determined by    and    obtained by 
the regression analysis. The only input parameters which have to be entered are: 

 purchasing price; 

 selling price; 

 shelf life. 

PLUS Retail should develop and control this tool, which makes it easy to implement changes 
for all PLUS stores. The tool can be used by all the entrepreneurs of the PLUS stores. Specific 
changes can be made individually by the entrepreneurs. They can enter the following 
parameters to own interest: 

 fill rate penalty cost; 

 minimal inventory; 

 salary of the clerk; 

 percentage of discount. 

The result is a product specific tool which provides entrepreneurs optimal MOQ-sizes for their 
convenience products. Note that the entrepreneurs should determine the average daily 
demand of each SKU at their own PLUS store in order to find the optimal MOQ-size. To 
execute this in the right manner, one can use the formulas 3 and 4 which are used in 
paragraph 4.4. 

ADAPTATION OF G&A 
The second possibility to implement the model is to adapt the ordering algorithm, G&A. The 
formulas used in the model of this research project should be implemented into G&A. 
Furthermore, the replenishment moment and determination for the order size is adapted. One 
takes into account the expected outdating (     ) when a replenishment order is created. At a 
review moment R, after the revised inventory position dropped below s, the system orders a 
minimal order quantity or more to bring the inventory position after ordering at the order up 
to level S. In particular, the (R,s,S)-policy assumes that there is a minimum order quantity 
(MOQ) equal to the order up to level (S) minus the reorder level (s) plus 1 rather than the base 
replenishment quantity, Q. So the expected order size       has a minimal quantity (MOQ) 
and it is possible to order even more items. Besides, an extra input parameter should be made 
available for the entrepreneurs to adjust the fill rate penalty cost. In that way, they can 
optimize the fill rate service level. 

One should first start a pilot, before the adjusted G&A is implemented for all PLUS stores. The 
number of PLUS stores involved should be limited for executing the pilot. One should apply 
the adapted G&A in PLUS stores which are representative for the whole population. For 
example, a store with on average low sales for convenience products, a store with average sales 
for convenience products, and a store with on average high sales for convenience products. 
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The pilot should run for about 6 months. In that way, sufficient information can be collected 
for possible improvements. When the results of the pilot are positive, PLUS Retail can 
implement the adaptation in G&A permanently. 

As a conclusion, there are two possibilities: (1) develop a tool with optimal MOQ-sizes for each 
range of     , or (2) implement the model of section 7 into the current ordering algorithm 

(G&A). However, it is recommended for PLUS Retail to adapt G&A by implementing the 
model of section 7. The main disadvantage of the first implementation plan is that 
entrepreneurs need to manually adapt the tool to obtain optimal results. In addition, one 
should use the tool only for convenience products while other products are ordered by using 
G&A. So entrepreneurs should adapt their way of ordering, which takes time and needs 
flexibility of entrepreneurs. In contrary, the way of ordering remains the same for 
entrepreneurs when implementing the model into G&A. Entrepreneurs do not lose time while 
it results in considerable savings in the costs of waste. 

10. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
This section describes the several discussion points and limitations which emerged during the 
research project. Some of these points offer perspectives for future research (as mentioned in 
paragraph 9.1). In the following, these limitations will be outlined.  

The average daily demand was determined using the regular point of sales data from PLUS 
Retail. In other words, it is assumed that the regular sales exactly represent the demand. In 
particular, the average daily demand does not take the sales of discount (CU’s that are marked 
down and sold) into account. Besides, no historical data was available about the number of 
CU’s out of stock. Therefore, the data about the average daily demand per SKU per PLUS store 
is slightly underestimated. Furthermore, it is deliberately chosen to determine the average 
daily demand without taking into account the week pattern. In that way, it was possible to 
make a transferable tool which automatically determines the standard deviation. Finally, the 
effect on the demand in the week after promotion is not taken into account. Moreover, the 
average daily demand will probably be lower in the week after promotion for SKU’s that were 
promoted a week earlier. Because this demand is affected by the promotion, it would have 
been more accurate to exclude this data from the determination for the average daily demand. 

The research project assumes that PLUS stores are open 7 days a week. In fact, there are 140 
stores open for 7 days a week and 120 stores for 6 days a week. HB delivers the PLUS stores for 
6 days a week. This means that the review period and lead time is not equal to 1 day between 
Saturday and Monday. In particular, SKU’s that are outdated on Monday cannot be sold on 
Sunday, which result in more amount of outdating. Therefore, the amount of outdating is 
slightly underestimated. 

The model assumes that all PLUS stores discount the CU’s before the expiration date. In fact, 
there are also stores which do not mark down the CU’s at all. A reason for this strategy is to 
accomplish an improved appearance to the customer. No red stickers on the products would 
result in a better appearance to the customer according to the manager of retailer B, 
indicating all products are fresh (see also appendix D1). The model does not identify whether 
or not an entrepreneur marks down. Therefore, the model is not applicable for PLUS stores 
which do not apply the mark down method. Future research is needed to investigate the 
savings for these kind of stores. PLUS stores without discounting will probably result in lower 
sales on the last day before the expiration date, because they cannot attract customers to buy a 
CU by discounting the selling price. Then, customers are more likely to buy the fresh CU’s. 
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The effect of discounting on the sales is investigated by using the point of sales data from 
PLUS Retail. Unfortunately, it is not possible to match the number of CU’s marked down and 
the number of CU’s that were marked down and sold on the “day before”. An expert opinion 
estimates this relation on 40% - 60%. Specifically, 40% of the CU’s which are marked down are 
sold and 60% of the CU’s which are marked down are outdated. This relation roughly 
corresponds to the reduction in the approximation for the amount of outdating between two 
days before and one day before the expiration date. Therefore it is assumed that the difference 
in amount of outdating between these two days is equal to the number of CU’s that are 
marked down and sold. However, the effect of discounting on the demand is not investigated. 
Further research is necessary to investigate this in order to obtain more accurate results.  

As mentioned in paragraph 7.3 this model assumes a FIFO withdrawal policy, while in practice 
customers apply a combination of FIFO and LIFO. It is possible to change this parameter in 
the model into LIFO. Then, the reduction in the costs of waste is considerably less. However, 
the approximations for the extension with LIFO withdrawal are still based on unpublished 
work. In addition, the optimal replenishment policy of this research project results in an 
increase of order lines and smaller case pack sizes. This combination may cause an increase of 
diversity in shelf lifes of the CU’s in the PLUS stores. Consequently, customers will use the 
LIFO withdrawal even more, since they would like to have fresh products. As a conclusion, 
this limitation offers an interesting opportunity for future research to investigate the impact of 
the LIFO withdrawal policy on the savings of the costs of waste. 

The reorder level in use at the retail chain is equal to the sum of the safety stock and the 
expected demand during review period plus lead time (L+R). However, this research project 
applied the minimum inventory instead of the safety stock, since the determination for the 
safety stock was not known for PLUS stores. The minimum inventory level is assumed to be 2 
CU’s, which is an appropriate value for most SKU’s (see paragraph 8.3). However, the 
minimum inventory level should be higher when the average daily demand becomes larger, in 
order to prevent a reduction in the fill rate. An example is shown in paragraph 8.3.1 when the 
minimum inventory is set on 3 for Nasi Goreng. It shows that the minimum inventory level is 
crucial to determine the optimal savings in the costs of waste while the fill rate remains the 
same. Accordingly, the tool contains a parameter to change the minimum inventory level. In 
that way, entrepreneurs can find the best minimum inventory level to optimize the fill rate for 
their own PLUS store-SKU combinations, while there are still impressive savings possible in 
the costs of waste. 

Another point of discussion is the number of CP’s in the supply chain. It is assumed that the 
number of CP’s in the supply chain remains the same (see paragraph 6.1). Future research is 
needed to reveal the validity of this argumentation. Nevertheless, when the assumption 
doesn’t hold, the results of this project remain about the same. An extra number of CP’s will 
result in two kinds of effects. First it will result in more handling time at the PLUS stores, 
because of removing the CP’s from the floor of the store. However, the extra time to execute 
this activity will not significantly affect the results of this project (mentioned in paragraph 
8.2.1). Secondly, each CP extra in the supply chain results in more costs for the PLUS stores. 
The costs for one CP is equal to € 1,23, which is a deposit. Consequently, PLUS stores receive 
the deposit back, when the CP returns to HB. At the end, the extra costs are only the interest 
costs.  

Another question that arises during this project: why should HB help PLUS stores to reduce 
their amount of waste by stimulating them to order less CU’s per case pack size? One should 
expect that HB just want to increase their sales and profit. However, one of the priorities for 
HB is corporate responsibility. They want to reduce the costs of waste not only at HB, but also 
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for their customers. In that way, they improve their service for PLUS Retail. On the long run, 
this will improve their relation with PLUS Retail and result in a stronger position in the 
market.  

10.1 CONTRIBUTION TO THE LITERATURE 

This research project is in two different ways a contribution to the existing literature. First, 
Van Zelst et al. (2006) and Cursue et al. (2009) investigated the store handling operations and 
clarified the impact of case pack size in this context. They concluded that, instead of 
increasing the number of order lines, increasing the case pack size results in time savings and 
thus handling costs. However, they did not take the consequences for items with a short shelf 
life into account. A large case pack size for perishable items result in more disposal of waste. 
In addition, the time to execute the sub activities mark down and remove waste increases. 
This means that a large case pack size for perishables does not result in savings due to the 
extra costs of waste. Furthermore, this research project continues the research of Jongen 
(2013). He found that decreasing the case pack size of convenience products reduces the total 
costs (including the costs of waste) at one retail store. This research project investigated the 
impact of the case pack size of perishable products on the costs of waste at the retailer while 
considering both, store handling operations and handling in warehouse operations. 
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11. CONCLUSION 
This master thesis project is executed to support HB by quantifying the optimal case pack 
sizes for the convenience products. The main objective is to reduce the costs of waste at the 
PLUS stores, while taking the entailed additional supply chain costs into account. No research 
has been done on the impact of case pack size of perishable products on the costs of waste at 
the retailer while considering both, store handling operations and handling in warehouse 
operations. Despite the various assumptions of the model, the results are quite realistic as one 
could have seen in the validation of the model. Therefore, the central message of this research 
project remains the same: there are large potential savings possible in the costs of waste. The 
results of this project are promising and can help the supply chain to reduce the costs of waste 
at the PLUS stores significantly.  

The research project investigated three cost components: costs of waste, costs of grabbing 
time at HB, and handling costs at the PLUS stores. Three PLUS stores were visited to conduct 
a time and motion study. Using the average time per sub activity it was possible to 
approximate the time per sub activity for all PLUS stores. The research at HB was extensive, 
because at that time it was unclear to what extent the costs of (extra) grabbing time would 
impact the total costs in the supply chain. In addition, a regression analysis was performed to 
reveal underlying factors of the grabbing time. Further, the model of Van Donselaar and 
Broekmeulen (2012) is used to determine the amount of outdating. Moreover, the ordering 
policy is assumed to be the EWA-policy, since clerks mark down before they place an order. In 
that way, PLUS stores already take the number of CU’s marked down and the amount of 
outdating at the last day before the expiration date into account, when placing an order. 
Furthermore, a lot of detailed sales data of convenience products for all PLUS stores were 
collected to determine the average daily demand per PLUS store for each SKU. Finally, a 
unique tool was made to answer the sub questions and main question. Using this tool it was 
possible to gain insight into the distribution of the cost components in the supply chain. After 
the results it was clear that the costs of waste are the main cost component and that the 
grabbing costs at HB and the handling costs at the PLUS stores are very small compared to the 
costs of waste. 

11.1 ANSWER TO RESEARCH QUESTION  

At the start of this research project, the following research question was formulated: 

What are, to reduce the cost of waste at the stores of PLUS Retail, the optimal case pack sizes 
for convenience products at HB, considering entailed additional supply chain costs? 

The answer to this question starts by defining the optimal inventory control policy, which is 
the (R,s,S)-policy. Furthermore, paragraph 8.1.1 determined the best MOQ-size for each range 
of      when m = 9, 12, and 14. The results are based on the average purchasing and selling 

price over all SKU’s. One can see that the range of      per MOQ makes a shift when shelf life 

increases. This shift can be explained by the decrease in amount of outdating when shelf life 
increases. Higher shelf lifes increase the probability that CU’s are sold before expiration date 
when      remains constant.  

The results are shown in Table 19, including a penalty cost of 1. The fill rates, shown in Table 
20, almost remain the same in the optimal situation compared to the current situation. 
However, the lost sales increase with more than 50% for SKU’s with m = 9. PLUS stores can 
increase the fill rate by adjusting the minimal inventory or the fill rate penalty. Both input 
parameters influence the range of       per MOQ-size. A minimum inventory level of 1 

requires a larger MOQ-size when      increases compared to the situation when the 
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minimum inventory level is 3.  On the other hand, high penalty costs require a larger MOQ-
size when      increases compared to the situation when the penalty costs are low. In this 

way, an optimal MOQ-size can be found to minimize the costs of waste and optimize the fill 
rate.  

MOQ Range of      when m = 9 Range of      when m = 12 Range of      when m = 14 

MOQ = 1                            0,46 

MOQ = 2 0,73                             - 

MOQ = 3            0,73                  0,46        0,71 

MOQ = 4            1,23                 0,71        1,02  

MOQ = 5            1,70                1,02        1,15 

MOQ = 6       1,70 1,43        1,63 1,15        1,39 

MOQ = 7 - 1,63        1,87 1,39        1,47 

MOQ = 8 -       1,87       1,47 
TABLE 19: RANGE OF MU_DAY PER MOQ-SIZE WHEN M = 9, 12, AND 14 

SKU’s with shelf life m Average fill rate in 
current situation 

Average fill rate in 
optimal situation 

SKU’s with m = 9 0,965 0,945 

SKU’s with m = 12 0,952 0,954 

SKU’s with m = 14 0,959 0,958 

TABLE 20: AVERAGE FILL RATE IN CURRENT AND OPTIMAL SITUATION 

11.2 COSTS OF WASTE 

From the results of the tool the following main conclusions are made: 

 From the three cost components, the cost of waste is the largest. Therefore, it is the 
most important cost component to reduce in the supply chain; 

 The costs of waste become higher for SKU’s with smaller shelf lifes; 

 For the same average daily demand, it is more cost efficient to order larger case pack 
sizes for SKU’s with higher shelf lifes (e.g. m = 12 or m = 14) compared to SKU’s with 
lower shelf lifes (e.g. m = 9) without increasing the risk of more outdating; 

 The fill rate reduces for optimal MOQ-sizes, compared to fill rate in the current 
situation. However, by including the fill rate penalty the same or even a higher fill rate 
can be accomplished, while the savings in the costs of waste are still impressive. The 
penalty cost factor can be used to find an optimum between the fill rate and the costs 
of waste; 

 Including the fill rate penalty cost result in larger MOQ-sizes for the same average 
daily demand. Consequently, an increase in MOQ-size results in a decrease in the costs 
of grabbing; 

 PLUS stores can find an optimum between the fill rate and the costs of waste by 
increasing or decreasing the minimum inventory; 

 The (R,s,S)-policy shows that the percentage of decrease in relative outdating is large 
for PLUS stores with high average daily demand compared to the current policy. Vice 
versa, the percentage of decrease in relative outdating is small when the average daily 
demand is low. However, the savings in the costs of waste depend on the amount of 
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outdating. A small decrease in the relative outdating can result in high savings in the 
costs of waste; 

In the next paragraph, essential conclusions are drawn from the grabbing activities at HB and 
handling activities at the PLUS stores, which can be useful in operational decision making. 

11.3 HANDLING ACTIVITIES AT HB AND PLUS STORES 

From the analysis of the grabbing times at HB the following main conclusions are made: 

 The initial number of CU’s in the case pack at the pick location and the initial number 
of CU’s in the case pack at the roll cage results in additional operations for the picker; 

 Additional operations for the picker at the pick location result in an increase of the 
grabbing time; 

 Grabbing an odd number of CU’s may cause additional operations and in the worst 
case, it leads to additional operations for all subsequent pick orders at the specific pick 
location. 

From the analysis of the handling activities at PLUS stores the following main conclusions are 
drawn: 

 The most important sub activities for PLUS stores are time to stack the shelf and time 
to search and walk; 

 The difference in time between PLUS stores for sub activity 1, 2, and 3 depend on the 
amount of sales for PLUS stores. 

The impact of using the (R,s,S)-policy results in a decrease in costs for the handling activities 
at the PLUS stores. The reason for this is that the number of CU’s to mark down and to 
remove waste decreases significantly, because of less amount of outdating. Also the order size 
per order line decreases, while the number of order lines increases slightly. Therefore, costs for 
handling activities at PLUS stores decrease in the optimal situation. Furthermore, costs for 
handling activities at HB become higher. However, these costs are relatively small compared 
to the large savings in costs of waste, even when the grabbing times are multiplied by 10 (see 
paragraph 8.2.1).   

11.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The recommendations are based on the results and knowledge obtained throughout this 
research project. It can be seen as an advice for the entrepreneurs of PLUS stores and HB to 
focus on in the near future. 

The first recommendation is regarding the mark down method of PLUS store. During 
observation of the mark down activity for three PLUS stores it can be concluded that there is 
one optimal method to mark down. During the control of expiration, a store clerk should grab 
and immediately scan the relevant CU’s (CU’s which are almost outdated, one day left). 
Subsequently the store clerk should continue the control of shelf life for other SKU’s while 
waiting on the stickers out of the printer. After the stickers are printed, the control of shelf life 
is interrupted to paste the stickers on the CU’s. 

Entrepreneurs of PLUS stores can make the shelf location smaller. In that way, customers are 
forced to grab according to the FIFO withdrawal policy. Then, entrepreneurs can control 
which CU is sold first, which will result in less amount of outdating. 
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The third recommendation is regarding the additional operations at HB when pickers need to 
grab an odd number of CU’s. HB can use larger CP’s. Then there is almost always enough 
space in the CP at the roll cage, as a result, one may limit the additional operations at the roll 
cage. Besides, larger CP’s also result in fewer pallets from the suppliers, because they can 
deliver more volume on one pallet. Consequently, also suppliers will have lower costs. The 
only drawback is that larger CP’s are more expensive for HB. Additional research is needed to 
show whether this is advantageous or not.  

Another possibility to deal with grabbing odd numbers of CU’s is to reduce the additional 
operations performed by pickers by some adjustments. Currently, PLUS stores are only 
allowed to order multiples of 2 CU’s. As mentioned in section 5, there are many stores that 
want to order in pieces of 1 CU.  Therefore, HB should focus on class-based storage 
assignments (see for the explanation section 5). Since one pallet consists of four stacks it is 
possible to assign three classes. For example, pickers may only grab 2 CU’s at the right stack 
and 4 CU’s at the left stack. The stack at the back of the pallet is only reserved when a picker 
needs to grab an odd number of CU’s.  
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A: TOTAL AVERAGE COSTS OF WASTE PER WEEK 
 

Costs Meat 
Meat 

products 

Convenie
nce 

products 

Fruit & 
Vegetabl

es 

Dairy 
products 

Fish & 
Mussels 

Geelvetten 
Fresh 

pastries 
Salads and 
cold meat 

Cheese TOTAL 

Total average 
costs of waste 
per week over 
all PLUS 
stores (in 
euro’s) 

€ -8.424,70 € -4.754,31 € -13.147,22 € -24.528,67 € -20.541,71 € -3.562,53 € -93,06 € -367,40 € -5.695,71 € -4.683,05 € -84.971,15 

Average costs 
of waste per 
week per 
PLUS store 
(in euro’s) 

€ -49,27 € -21,13 € -62,61 € -52,41 € -28,65 € -137,02 € -3,45 € -40,82 € -20,56 € -16,72 € -42,87 
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APPENDIX B1: ORDER LINES 
A problem reveals if we consider the following example. A supermarket needs to replenish the 
shelf for 7 perishable products. The fixed case pack size per order line is 4 and the average 
consumer demand is 1 item per 2 days. In that case, tables below show that the order on 
Monday includes 1 product to pick (Q), on Tuesday 2 products etc. However, if the case pack 
size per order line is 1 in combination with the same average consumer demand, then the 
order on Monday includes 3 products to pick (table 3). This increase of the number of order 
lines depends on the case pack size. As a consequence, the walking time between two pick 
locations (or order lines) will change. In general the walking time between two pick locations 
will reduce because the density of pick locations increases. There is a special case when the 
fixed case pack size per order line is 4 and all the pick locations are located in 1 aisle. If the 
case pack size in this situation reduces to 1 and the entailed increased pick locations are 
spread over 3 other aisles, then the walking time between pick locations increases.  

 

 

Order Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

product 1 Q 
    

product 2 
  

Q 
  

product 3 
 

Q 
   

product 4 
   

Q 
 

product 5 
   

Q 
 

product 6 
 

Q 
   

product 7         Q 

number 
of 

orderlines 
1 product 2 products 1 product 2 products 1 product 

 

Order Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

product 1 Q 
 

Q 
 

Q 

product 2 
  

Q 
 

Q 

product 3 
 

Q 
 

Q 
 

product 4 Q 
  

Q 
 

product 5 Q 
  

Q 
 

product 6 
 

Q 
 

Q 
 

product 7   Q     Q 

number of 
orderlines 

3 product 3 products 2 product 4 products 3 product 

 

APPENDIX B2: NAME OF SKU’S 
The names of SKU’s which are included in the model are shown in the table below. “zuurkool 
rookworst 500G” was excluded because of seasonality. 
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nr HB 
nr 
PLUS Name of SKU 

566117 845294 
PLI LASAGNE BOLOGNESE  BK 
400 

662202 844782 PL PANNENKOEKEN NATUREL. 

662107 787442 
JAN POFFERTJES NAT MET 
BOTER 

662201 844788 PL POFFERTJES NATUREL 

566107 845241 
PLO BAMI GORENG MET SATE 
AJAM 

566105 845249 
PLO BAMI GORENG BABI 
PANGANG 

566113 845245 
PLO NASI GORENG MET SATE 
AJAM 

566104 845237 PLO BAMI GORENG  BK 1KG 

566111 845253 
PLO NASI GORENG EN BABI 
PANGAN 

566116 845304 
PLI LASAGNE BOL 
VOORDEELVERPAK 

662104 787444 
JAN PANNENKOEKEN NATUREL 
8ST 

566110 845235 PLO NASI GORENG 1000GR 

666173 845205 
PLH STOOFPEERTJES 
RUNDERLAP 

666159 845123 
PLH BOERENKOOL STAMPP 
SPEKJES 

666183 846619 
PLH HUTSPOT RUNDERLAPJE 
500G 

662203 844784 PL PANNENKOEKEN GEZOET 

666158 845119 PLH ANDIJVIE MET BAL GEHAKT 

666168 845176 
PLH BLOEMKOOL MET 
GEHAKTBAL 

566222 845047 
PLI SPAGHETTI BOLOGNESE 
450GR 

666525 831886 GFR BAMI 

663113 997543 HUMAPRO PITA SHOARMA 

671127 747804 QIZINI PANINI PROSCIUTTO  ST 1 

666255 845282 PLUS BABI PANGANG  BK 400GR 

666169 845183 
PLH RODE KOOL HACHEE EN 
APPEL 

666157 845117 
PLH ANDIJVIE STAMPPOT 
SPEKJESE 

566221 845041 
PLI MACARONI BOLOGNESE 
450GR 

661878 53199 PS FETTUCINE NATUREL  BK 

671125 747810 QIZINI PANINI POLLO  ST 185GR 

666046 781028 GFR LASAGNE BOLOGNESE 

566109 845239 PLO MIHOEN GORENG  BK 1KG 

666039 845298 PLI LASAGNE VERDE  BK 400GR 
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666035 845065 
PLI PENNE RIGATE GEROOKTE 
ZALM 

566204 852724 
PLI MACARONI HAM-KAAS 
450GR 

666161 845139 
PLH SPINAZIE STAMPP 
HAMBURGER 

662106 787446 
JAN PANNENKOEKEN MET SPEK 
2 ST 

666257 845278 PLUS SATE AJAM  BK 350GR 

661884 50376 PS RAVIOLI KAAS  BK 250G 

566106 845255 
PLO BAMI GORENG MET FOE 
YONG 

641019 786291 PLA PIZZA TOSCANA 

403466 331217 
MIHOEN GORENG MET BABI 
KETJAP 

641018 786293 PLA PIZZA SERRANO 

666041 880493 PLI ZALM LASAGNE  BK 400GR 

666709 686145 PLI PIZZA MARGHERITA DUO 

661882 50367 PS TORTELLINI HAM 

566112 845257 
PLO NASI GORENG FOE YONG 
HAI 

666033 845057 
PLI TAGLIATELLE CARBONARA 
450 

666524 831884 GFR NASI 

661881 53208 PS SPAGHETTI AL NATUREL 

666526 831908 GFR MACARONI BOLOGNESE 

666059 368864 
PLI LASAGNE BOLOGNESE RIJK 
GE 

403472 331221 INDISCHE BAMI  BK 350GR 

666172 845197 
PLH SPERZIEBONEN MET 
SLAVINK 

403470 331220 INDISCHE NASI  BK 350GR 

666529 832050 GFR BOERENKOOLSTAMPPOT. 

666040 852968 
PLUS GROENTEN LASAGNE  BK 
400G 

661883 884010 
PS TORTELINI TOMAAT 
MOZZARELLA 

662108 787450 
JAN AMERICAN PANCAKES 6 
STUKS 

666707 849029 PLI PIZZA BOLOGNESE 

666175 845215 PLH BROCCOLI MET KAASSAUS 

661879 53190 PS FETTUCINE SPINAZIE 

666298 739708 
PLH WORTEL EN ERWT 
FILETLAPJE 

662105 787456 JAN PANNENKOEKEN KLEIN NAT 

666527 892649 GFR SPAGHETTI 

662213 331170 JAN POFFERTJES IN FAMILIEZAK 

666174 845209 PLH SPRUITJES MET SLAVINK 
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663114 997548 HUMAPRO PITA TANDOORI 

666347 384992 
PLS ROTI HINDOESTAANS MET 
KIP 

666155 845111 
PLH PREI STAMPPOT MET 
SPEKJES 

666178 846624 
PLH BOERENKOOL MET 
ROOKWORST 

666167 845172 
PLH TUINBONEN MET 
HAMLAPJE 

661880 785900 
PS FETTUCINE NATUREL 
FAMILIE 

666253 874611 PLH HARICOTS VERTS KIPFILET 

666163 845149 
PLH ANDIJVIE STAMPP MET 
SPEKJE 

403685 320167 PLA PIZZA ZALM 

641016 786297 PLA PIZZA QUATTRO STAGIONI 

666708 738812 PLI PIZZA HAWAI 

666710 849028 PLI PIZZA PICANTE 

666318 694954 PLW JAPANSE TERIYAKI MIHOEN 

666166 845163 PLH RODE BIETJES MET SPEKLAP 

661887 478609 PS LASAGNEBLADEN  BK 200 

666296 739703 PLH SPINAZIE KIPFILET KRIEL. 

666355 384978 
GIJS ZUURKOOLSTAMPPOT  BK 
500G 

666252 874607 
PLH SPINAZIE A LA CREME MET 
K 

666706 849030 PLI PIZZA QUATRO FORMAGGI 

666811 845069 
PLW KIP TANDOORI EN GELE 
RIJST 

666530 832052 GFR HUTSPOT 

666224 842835 
PF VERSE CHINESE 
TOMATENSOEP 

666309 694906 PLW TIKKA MASALA GEKL. RIJST 

666171 845195 PLH WORTELEN MET KIPFILET 

666353 384976 GIJS HETE BLIKSEM  BK 500GR 

666320 694969 PLI PASTA MASCARPONE 

666179 846623 
PLH HUTSPOT MET 2 
RUNDVLEES 

566118 785939 PLI LASAGNE VERDE 1KG 

666176 845217 PLH SNIJBONEN MET KIPFILET 

403468 331216 
KOE LOE YUK MET KANTON 
RIJST 

662103 787454 
JAN PANNENKOEKEN GROOT 
NAT 4ST 

666528 892647 GFR ZUURKOOLSTAMPPOT 

666351 384990 
PLS JAVAANSE BAMI JAVAANSE 
KIP 

403383 774299 PLUS QUICHE PREI SPEK 
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666533 703780 DK PIKANTE KIP WRAP 

666815 845085 PLW CHILI CON CARNE RIJST 

666816 845089 
PLW HONGAARSE GOULASH EN 
RIJST 

666349 384994 
PLS DUNNE BAMI CREOOLS 
RUNDVL. 

662133 787834 POFFERTJES MEERGRANEN BIO+ 

666357 384980 GIJS PREISTAMPPOT  BK 500GR 

662111 331454 JAN 3 IN DE PAN 

666535 703778 DK TOSCAANSE WRAP 

403384 774297 
PLUS QUICHE ZALM EN 
SPINAZIE 

403428 331427 QIZINI PANINI OUDE BEEMSTER 

662132 787840 
PANNENKOEKEN MEERGRANEN 
BIO 

566220 845053 PLI MACARONI BOLOGNESE 1000 

403647 237247 
ROERBAKSCHOTEL 
SPERZIEBOON KIP 

566223 845051 PLI SPAGHETTI BOLOGNESE 1000 

666319 694959 PLI SPAGHETTI NAPOLITANA 

403648 237251 
ROERBAKSCHOTEL SPRUITJES 
SPEK 

666225 842833 PF VERSE CHINESE KIPPENSOEP 

661834 757933 PS PASTA SAUS POMODORI 

661835 758276 PS PASTA SAUS FORMAGGIO 

666364 379247 
DAGING RENDANG RIJST 
BOONTJES 

APPENDIX C: ANALYSIS OF    AND    
The adjusted    gives an idea how well the model generalizes. Ideally this value should be the 
same or very close to the value of   . As can be seen, the adjusted    is the same as    
indicating that the cross validity of this model is very good. 

 

 
Model Summaryb 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Durbin-
Watson 

1 ,956a ,914 ,914 ,13739 1,403 

a. Predictors: (Constant), ln_mu 
b. Dependent Variable: ln_sigma 
 
The improvement in prediction due to the model,    , is large. Moreover, the difference 
between the model and the observed data is small,    . Therefore, the table below shows a 
very large F-ratio which indicates that the model is good. 
 

ANOVAa 
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Model Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 4174,226 1 4174,226 221144,627 ,000b 

Residual 394,291 20889 ,019   

Total 4568,517 20890    

a. Dependent Variable: ln_sigma 
b. Predictors: (Constant), ln_mu 
 
The figure below shows the linear regression line with a constant value of 0,194 and beta 
coefficient of 0,558 (   ). Using this equation    is determined: 
 

                
 

 
 

APPENDIX D1: DESCRIPTION AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STORES 
During the stacking process different methods and aspects between the PLUS stores were 
observed. This paragraph describes these differences. An overview of the several methods and 
aspects are described in appendix L. 

REFRIGERATED SHELVES 
The first factor is the design of refrigerated shelves between the stores. Each specific design 
has its advantages and disadvantages. Retailer B has a refrigerator belonging to the Briljant-
formula.  This formula is based on a better appearance of the store to the customer and there 
are more fresh products in the store. Furthermore, all convenience products are behind closed 
doors, which make it inefficient to stack the shelves for store clerks. However the appearance 
to the customers is more suitable than a refrigerator with no doors. Furthermore, retailer A 
has a small refrigerator with 4 shelves in comparison with the refrigerator of retailer B which is 
7 shelves. In addition, the refrigerator at retailer C is 5 shelves but much broader than the 
refrigerator of retailer A and B. Therefore it is expected that the average time of sub activity 3 
(search and walk to location) at retailer A is lower than at retailer C.  
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NUMBER OF SKUS STACKED AND AVERAGE CASE PACK SIZE 
The number of SKUs stacked is lower for retailer A than it is for retailer C, which makes sense 
since the sales are higher for retailer C. Note, this is not necessarily true; a retailer with high 
sales can have a smaller assortment than a retailer with low sales. However, in general the 
retailer will anticipate by ordering more SKUs if demand is high for convenience products. 
Furthermore, it is found that the average case pack size increases as sales per retailer 
increases. This effect can be explained by the fact that it is more efficient for handling to order 
larger case pack sizes to fulfil the demand of the customer. 

LOAD FACTOR OF ROLL CAGE 
The load factor of the roll cage for convenience products is higher for retailers with higher 
sales. Therefore, retailer C will order more case packs per day to fulfil the demand than retailer 
A. Note it does not automatically mean that the higher the number of SKUs stacked the higher 
the capacity of roll cage, since one case pack can include multiple SKUs. 

START LOCATION AND METHOD OF STACKING PROCESS 
The start location is the position in front of the refrigerator where the store clerk locates the 
roll cage. The store clerk returns to this location after the shelf is stacked. Furthermore, the 
method of stacking process differs between retailers A, B, and C. The store clerk at retailer A 
walks with CU’s in his hands from the roll cage to the shelves and subsequently stacks the 
shelves. While the store clerk at retailer C walks with CP’s in his hands from the roll cage to 
the shelves and subsequently stacks the shelves. The store clerk at retailer B most of the time 
uses the same method as the store clerk at retailer A. However, when a CP consists of CUs of 
one specific SKU then the store clerk applies the same method as retailer C, which is walking 
with the CP from the roll cage to the shelf. 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CU’S CONTROLLED PER FACING 
Shelves are separated into facings and each facing can carry a single SKU (Donselaar et al. 
2004). In general, all store clerks check every facing on expiration date at the shelf during sub 
activity 4 and 5 (mark down process and remove waste). Their method to check the expiration 
date is based on a conditional assumption: if the date of the first CU of the facing is expired 
then check the date of the second CU, otherwise check next facing. Both observed store clerks of 
retailers A and B checked the second CU when the first CU of the facing was marked down or 
removed. Only, this action appears two times for each observed store clerk. Checking the third 
CU of the facing did not appear at retailer A and B, since there were no more than 2 CU’s per 
facing. However, retailer C has more CU’s per facing than retailer A and B. Therefore, the 
observed store clerk of retailer C was able to check the third CU. Specifically, the observed 
store clerk checked the second CU of the facing two times and the third CU of the facing three 
times.  

This operation, checking the shelf life, has not been included in the results of handling time. 
The store clerks of retailers A, B, and C check the expiration date each time at the same way 
for almost all facings (95% of the cases), in particular checking the first CU of the facing. 
Therefore, this handling activity can be seen as constant and is irrelevant between the 
different kinds of retailers. 

NUMBER OF CU’S MARKED DOWN AND AMOUNT OF OUTDATING 
Every retailer can decide whether or not to mark down CU’s. Retailers A and C apply the mark 
down method, whereas retailer B abolished this method. The reason for retailer B to abolish 
the mark down method was to accomplish an improved appearance to the customer. No red 
stickers on the products results in a better appearance to the customer according to the 
manager of retailer B, indicating all products are fresh. Besides, the manager of retailer B 
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argued that the effect of mark down on sales is minimal in comparison to the handling time 
needed to mark down. The discussion whether or not to mark down is continued in appendix 
K. 

Furthermore, it is obvious retailer A marks down more CU’s than retailer C considering the 
demand for convenience products at both retailers. For a longer time the CU’s remain on the 
shelves when demand is low, which results in a higher number of CU’s to mark down and 
more amount of outdating.  

MARK DOWN METHOD AND DISPOSE WASTE METHOD 
The mark down methods of the store clerks at retailer A and C are different in executing the 
sequence of related activities. The store clerk at retailer A first grabs the relevant CU’s (CU’s 
with a shelf life of one day left) out of the shelf during the control of expiration date. Secondly, 
after control of expiration date is executed for all SKU’s, the CU’s are scanned and stickers are 
pasted. Finally, the store clerks puts back the CU’s in the shelves. The method applied by the 
store clerk is different at retailer C. The relevant CU’s are grabbed and immediately scanned. 
Subsequently the store clerk continues the control of shelf life for other SKU’s while waiting 
on the stickers out of the printer. After the stickers are printed, the control of shelf life is 
interrupted to paste the stickers on the CU’s. 

The method to dispose waste also differs between the retailers. The store clerk at retailer A 
and C applied the same method. First the relevant CU’s are grabbed and put apart. 
Subsequently the store clerk continues the control of shelf life for other SKU’s. After control of 
shelf life is finished, relevant CU’s were grabbed and scanned. Finally, the number of CU’s are 
entered into the system and are disposed (see Figure 19). The store clerk at retailer B grabs and 
scans the CU’s which are out of expiration date. Subsequently, CU’s were removed and put in 
the shopping cart in order to continue the control of shelf life for other SKU’s (see Error! 
eference source not found.Figure 19).  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grabs CU’s out of the shelf

Scans CU’s

Puts CU’s apart

Enters number of 
CU’s into system

End of control shelf life

Grabs relevant CU’s

Disposes waste

Control of shelf life

Grabs CU’s out of the shelf

Scans CU’s

Enters number of CU’s into 
system

Disposes waste

Control of shelf life

FIGURE 18: METHOD OF STORE 

CLERK FOR RETAILER B 

FIGURE 19: METHOD OF STORE 

CLERK FOR RETAILER A AND C 
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APPENDIX D2: SUB ACTIVITIES AND COMPOSITION OF ACTIVITIES 
Number of sub 
activity 

Name of sub 
activity 

Composition of activities 

sub activity 1 
search and walk 
to location 

- Taking a case pack from roll cage 
(1) 

- Search and walk to a location at 
the shelf (2) 

sub activity 2 FIFO  

- Prepare the shelf for stacking, pick 
old inventory from the shelf (3) 

- Put the old inventory back on the 
shelf (5) 

sub activity 3 stack the shelf 
- Stack the new inventory on the 

shelf (4) 

sub activity 4 mark down - 

sub activity 5 remove waste - 

APPENDIX E: GRABBING TIME METHODS 

AVERAGE TIME MUTATION  
As can be seen in Figure 7 in paragraph 5.1.2, it is necessary to subtract the walking time from 
the time mutation in order to obtain the grabbing time. Therefore, the average time mutations 
per walking distance per case pack size were determined with the purpose to easily eliminate 
the walking time. Note that case pack size can be divided into two kind of grabbing units. The 
first grabbing unit is the number of case packs (CP in sequence) (in dutch: “aantal colli”). The 
second grabbing unit is called the number of consumer units (CU in sequence) (in dutch: 
“aantal stuks”). Table 21 displays which number of CU’s and CP’s are examined to determine 
the average mutations per walking distance per case pack size. 

Number of 
CP 

Number of 
CU 

1 CP 1 CU 

2 CP’s 2 CU’s 

- 3 CU’s  

- 4 CU’s  
TABLE 21: NUMBER OF CP AND CU 

HB applies a fixed warehouse layout, or in other words the SKU’s have a fixed location. By 
using the floor map of the warehouse of HB, it was possible to determine the walking 
distances. The walking distance between two pick locations (    ) was determined by 
summing up the length of the aisle between two pick locations (  ) and, as compensation, the 
half of the width of the aisle (  ) (see formula [1]). The reason for this compensation is because 
the picker never walks in a straight line to the pick location. The walking distances, which are 
taking into account to determine the average time mutations, are shown in Table 22. Outliers 
of time mutations were found and removed by using boxplots in SPSS. Appendix H shows the 
reliability of the average time mutations per walking distance per case pack size with a 
confidence level of 95% which were considered to be dubious. 
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Walking distance between 2 
pick locations 

           [1] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AVERAGE WALKING TIME 
Secondly the average walking time was determined while taking into account the distance and 
the walking speed of the picker. However, it turned out that the walking speed of the picker 
differs between different walking distances. Specifically, the shorter the walking distance 
between two pick locations the lower the speed measured in meters per second. This is 
because the picker needs to speed up and push the roll cage for the first few meters. For this 
reason, a small analysis was conducted to determine the average speed per walking distance. 
For this determination many factors (i.e. the weight of the roll cage, gender of order picker) 
that affect the speed of the order picker were excluded due to the limited period of time of the 
research project. 

By comparing Figure 7 in paragraph 5.1.2 and Figure 20 (next page) it is clear that grabbing 
time is constant per case pack size and walking time varies along with the time mutations. 
Therefore the difference in the average time mutations between different distances is the 
difference in the average walking time between different distances. Since the change in 
average walking times between different distances is known, it is attainable to determine the 
slope by using a graph (see Figure 20). Figure 21 shows the walking distance (in meters) on the 
x-axis and the corresponding average time mutations on the y-axis. The related slope is 
representative for the progress of the walking speed per distance for an experienced order 
picker. In addition, the slope is approximately the same compared to the progress of walking 
speed when the order picker picks different case pack sizes. The reason is that the walking 
time is independent of the case pack size grabbed by the order picker. By using the slope and 
the overall average speed of the picker the average walking time per distance can be 
determined. The next part of this section elaborates the determination of the overall average 
speed of the order picker. 

30-9-2013 30-9-2013
“OK”

1:54:11

“OK”
1:54:23

Walking time

Grabbing time

 

FIGURE 20: ANOTHER TIME MUTATION OF 20 SECONDS 

     Distance (in 
meter) 

   1,8 m 

   2,73 m 

   3,67 m 

   4,6 m 

   5,53 m 

   6,46 m 

TABLE 22: WALKING DISTANCES EXAMINED IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT 
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FIGURE 21: PROGRESS OF WALKING SPEED 

OVERALL AVERAGE SPEED 
Data collection and verification with other scientific surveys were conducted in order to use 
the appropriate overall average speed. The overall average speed of the picker was measured in 
meters per second for experienced pickers at HB. In total 42 measurements were performed. 
In more detail, the time when the roll cage was moving was measured over 16,8 meters, which 
is the length of one aisle (see appendix G for the start and stop definitions which have been 
used in this research project). Dividing the distance by the average time the roll cage was 
moving, resulted in an overall average speed for an experienced picker of 0,74 m/s. To 
compare this overall average speed the papers of Roodbergen and Koster (2001) and Hwang 
and Kim (2005) were consulted to compare the determined overall average speed. They 
assume an overall average speed of 0,6 m/s. However their assumption is not supported by 
research. Therefore in this research project the overall average speed of 0,74 m/s was used to 
determine the walking time per distance. 

The equations 2 until 6 were executed to determine the average walking time per distance. 
The differences in the average time mutations between different distances is shown as      

and is approximately equal to the differences in average walking times (    ) between different 

distances. The notations   and   are the corresponding distances.  

                         [2] 

             [3] 

            [4] 

Furthermore, equation 5 and 6 were used to determine the appropriate average walking time 
(  ) taking into account the restriction that the overall average speed ( ̅) should be equal to 
0,74 m/s. Table 23 displays the average speed per walking distance (  ) and the walking time 
per distance (  ). As can be seen, the differences in average walking times (    ) approximately 

corresponds to the differences in the average time mutations (    ). 

    
  
  

 [5] 

y = 0,3912x + 8,9353 
R² = 0,9681 
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Restriction:                                 ̅   
∑   
 
   

 
           [6] 

 

                           

1 1,8 m 0,4 m/s 4,50 s - - - 

2 2,73 m 0,58 m/s 4,71 s 4,71 - 4,5 0,21 0,23 

3 3,67 m 0,72 m/s 5,10 s 5,1 - 4,71 0,39 0,34 

4 4,6 m 0,85 m/s 5,41 s 5,41 - 5,1 0,31 0,28 

5 5,53 m 0,88 m/s 6,28 s 6,28 - 5,41 0,87 0,95 

6 6,47 m 1 m/s 6,47 s 6,47 - 6,28 0,19 0,16 
TABLE 23: DIFFERENT PARAMETERS USED TO DETERMINE THE AVERAGE WALKING TIME PER DISTANCE 

The average grabbing times per distance for different case pack sizes were determined by 
subtracting the average walking time per distance from the average time mutation per 
distance. Finally, the average grabbing time per case pack size is determined, which is shown 
in Table 24 for 1 and 2 CP’s, and Table 25 for 1 until 4 CU’s. The empty spaces for 2 CP’s, 1 CU’s 
and 3 CU’s resulted from analysing the reliability of the average time mutations per distance 
per case pack size (see appendix H). 

 

     1 CP 2 CP’s 

1,8 m 3,46 s 3,85 s 

2,73 m 3,83 s 4,72 s 

3,67 m 3,84 s 4,16 s 

4,6 m 3,61 s - 

5,53 m 4 s - 

6,47 m 3,86 s 4,09 s 

Average grabbing 
time per number 

of case packs 
3,77 s 4,21 s 

TABLE 24: AVERAGE GRABBING TIME FOR 1 CP AND 2 CP’S 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     1 CU 2 CU’s 3 CU’s 4 CU’s 

1,8 - 5 s - 7,04 

2,73 4,88 s 4,93 s 6,38 s 6,69 

3,67 4,72 s 4,85 s 6,23 s 7,1 

4,6 4,29 s 5 s 5,01 s 7,14 

5,53 4,04 s 4,71 s - 6,84 

6,47 4,9 s 4,86 s - 6,65 

Average 
grabbing 
time per 

number of 
case packs 

4,57 s 4,89 s 5,87 s 6,91 

TABLE 25: AVERAGE GRABBING TIME FOR 1, 2, 3, AND 4 CU’S 
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APPENDIX F: FLOOR MAP HB 
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APPENDIX G: START/ STOP DEFINITIONS 

GRABBING TIME AT HB  

starting/ending point of grabbing activity 

start 
The order picker sees the right pick location and starts walking to the 
picking location 

end 
The order picker puts the order quantity into the roll cage and is ready to 
start walking for the next pick location 

 

OVERALL SPEED FOR ORDER PICKER AT HB 

starting/ending point of grabbing activity 

start 
The order picker starts pushing the roll cage; the roll cage is rolling 
forward 

end The roll cage comes to a stop; the roll cage stands still 

 

STARTING AND ENDING POINT OF SUB ACTIVITIES AT PLUS STORES 

sub activity starting/ending point of sub activity 

search and 
walk 

start The clerk search and sees the right shelf location, prepares to walk 
to shelf location 

  end The clerk stands still in front of the shelves 

FIFO 1 start The clerk reaches for the old inventory on the shelves 

  end The clerk puts the old inventory aside 

stack the shelf start The clerk reaches for the new inventory in the case pack 

  

end The clerk reaches for the old inventory (which was aside) or grabs 
the empty case pack or prepares to walk away from the shelf 
location to the roll cage 

FIFO 2 

start In case FIFO 1 was executed, the clerk starts with putting old 
inventory back on the shelves 

  

end The clerk is ready with putting old inventory back on the shelves 
and grabs the empty case pack or prepares to walk away from the 
shelf location to the roll cage 

mark down* 

start The clerk notice the expiration date to mark down during the 
control of shelf life and reaches for the scanner 

  

end The clerk put the CU's which is marked back on the shelf and 
continues the control of shelf life for other SKUs 

remove waste* 

start The clerk reaches to marked CU's or notice the expiration date to 
remove the product and reaches for the scanner 

  end The clerk dispose the waste 

Nota bene:     

* The time that clerk continues with control of shelf life of other SKU's was not taken into 
account 
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APPENDIX H: CONFIDENCE INTERVALS  

STOPWATCH 

Number of CPs 
or CU grabbed 

Confidence intervals Observations  

1 CP 
         

    

√  
            

    

√  
 

            

N = 33 

2 CP 
          

    

√  
             

    

√  
 

            

N = 19 

1 CU 
          

     

√  
             

     

√  
 

            

N = 10 

2 CU 
           

      

√  
              

      

√  
 

            

N = 26 

3 CU 
           

      

√ 
             

      

√ 
 

            

N = 5 

4 CU 
           

      

√  
              

      

√  
 

            

N = 22 

 

DUBIOUS CONFIDENCE INTERVALS USING QLIKVIEW 

2 CP and 4,6 
meter 

           
    

√  
              

    

√  
 

             

 

2 CP and 5,53 
meter 

           
    

√  
              

    

√  
 

              

 

1 CU and 1,8 
meter 

         
    

√   
            

    

√   
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3 CU and 1,8 
meter 

          
    

√  
             

    

√  
 

            

 

3 CU and 5,53 
meter 

           
    

√  
              

    

√  
 

              

 

3 CU and 6,47 
meter 

           
     

√ 
              

     

√ 
 

             

 

 

APPENDIX I: REGRESSION ANALYSES GRABBING TIMES 

DATA ANALYSIS 

REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
This section explains the dependent and independent variables included in the multiple 
regression analysis. These independent variables are based on propositions. In order to justify 
these propositions additional data collection was needed. Extra data about the grabbing times 
was collected using video recording. During the recording an experienced picker performed 
handling activities required to grab 2, 3, and 4 CU’s. Furthermore, an analysis was performed 
to check the correlations between independent and dependent variables.   

MINIMUM SAMPLE SIZE 
Before the dataset is created, the minimum number of cases that should be included is 
considered. According to Field (2005), the distinction between the   - value and adjusted    - 
value is more important than a minimum number of cases. The distinction between both 
values should not be too large. Furthermore, Green (1991) provides a comprehensive overview 
of the procedures used to determine regression sample sizes and gives two rules of thumb. 
Testing the overall fit of the regression model should be done with a minimum of 50 + 8m, 
where m is the number of independent variables. Furthermore, testing individual predictors 
can be done with a minimum of 104 + m cases. Morgan et al. (2007) suggest that the general 
rule of thumb is no less than 50 cases for a correlation or regression. Consequently, the dataset 
should contain at least 50 measurements to perform a good analysis.  

ASSUMPTIONS MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
Before running the regression analysis, the assumptions given by Field (2005) are verified. The 
most important assumptions are: 

 Normality of dependent variable;  

 Normality of error distribution; 

 Multicollinearity; 

 Homoscedasticity;  

 Independent errors;  

 Linearity; 
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In appendix I2 an overview of the verification of the assumptions can be found. Assumption 4 
and 6 are dubious. This is because the regression model includes only dummy variables. 
However other assumptions are met.  

PROPOSITIONS 
During observation and data collection it was noticed that an additional handling was 
performed depending on the initial number of CU’s in the case pack at the pick location. 
Furthermore, it was also observed that there was an additional operation depending on the 
initial number of CU’s in the case pack at the roll cage. Therefore it was expected that various 
combinations of initial number of CU in the case pack at the pick location and at the roll cage 
result in a high correlation with additional operations. Consequently, the following 
propositions are defined: 

Proposition 1: 
The initial number of CU in the case pack at the pick location in 
combination with the initial number of CU in the case pack at the roll cage 
results in additional operations for the picker. 

Proposition 2: 
Additional operations for the picker will result in an increase of the 
grabbing time. 

 

Furthermore, the same definition of grabbing time is used in order to obtain appropriate 
results. 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
As mentioned before, the grabbing time per “X” number of consumer units will be used as 
dependent variable in the multiple regression analysis. The variable “X” indicates the number 
of CU’s grabbed from the pick location: 2, 3, and 4 CU’s.  

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Formula 7 shows the regression model used and an overview of the variables is shown in Table 
26. 

                                                             
         

[7] 

 

   The grabbing time (in seconds) per x number of consumer units to be grabbed 

   
1 = 4 CU’s are grabbed,  

0 = 2 CU’s are grabbed 

   
1 = 3 CU’s are grabbed,  

0 = 2 CU’s are grabbed 

   
1 = additional operation executed by picker, 

0 = no additional operation executed by picker 

   1 = CP is full at roll cage – number of CU’s in CP at pick location ≠ 2 – 2, 
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0 = otherwise  

   
1 = ample capacity in CP at roll cage – number of CU’s in CP at pick location < 2 – 2, 

0 = otherwise 

   
1 = ample capacity in CP at roll cage – number of CU’s in CP at pick location ≥ 2 – 2, 

0 = anders 

   
1 = CP is full at roll cage – number of CU’s in CP at pick location ≠ 3 – 3, 

0 = otherwise 

   
1 = ample capacity in CP at roll cage – number of CU’s in CP at pick location < 3 – 3, 

0 = otherwise 

   
1 = CP is full at roll cage – number of CU in CP at pick location ≠ 4 – 4 

0 = otherwise 

    
1 = ample capacity in CP at roll cage – number of CU’s in CP at pick location ≠ 4 – 4, 

0 = otherwise 

    
1 = ample capacity in CP at roll cage – number of CU’s in CP at pick location = 4 – 4, 

0 = otherwise 

TABLE 26: OVERVIEW OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IN REGRESSION MODEL 

The first dummy (  ) and second dummy (  ) are included into the model, because it 
indicates the number of CU’s grabbed by the order picker. The order picker grabs 4 CU’s if    
= 1, and 3 CU’s when   = 1. If both dummies are zero, then the order picker grabs 2 CU’s. 
Furthermore, dummy variable    displays a zero when additional operations are not 
performed when grabbing CU’s from the pick location; otherwise additional operations have 
been performed.  

Dummy variables    until     are based on various combinations of initial number of CU’s in 
the case pack at the pick location and at the roll cage. These combinations are composed of 
three factors and will be defined as follows: 

 Factor 1: The initial state of the CP at the roll cage can be in two states. The initial 
state of the CP can be full or there is enough space in the CP at the roll cage for the 
number of CU’s grabbed. 

 Factor 2: The initial state of the CP at the pick location comprises two states. The 
initial number of CU’s in the CP at the pick location can match the number of CU’s 
that needs to be grabbed. Otherwise, the initial number of CU’s in the CP at the pick 
location does not match the number of CU’s to be grabbed. 

 Factor 3: The number of CU’s to be grabbed. 

Hence, the independent dummy variables (   until    ) indicate the combinations possible 
using these 3 factors. The different combinations of factors are represented as follows: factor 1 
– factor 2 – factor 3. An explanation and argumentation for these variables can be found in 
appendix I3. The different combinations of factors are composed under the assumption that it 
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causes additional operations for the order picker. It is assumed that other combinations of 
factors do not result in additional operations.  

RESULTS 
This paragraph analyses the correlations between the dependent and independent variables. 
The dataset contains 88 measurements. The number of observations for grabbing 2 CU’s is 42, 
for grabbing 3 CU’s is 18, and for grabbing 4 CU’s 27 measurements. Appendix I2 displays the 
correlations table obtained from the regression model. The variable “additional operation 
executed by picker” is positively correlated (marked in yellow) with the dependent variable, 
which suggests that an additional operation results in more grabbing time. Furthermore, most 
variables    until     are not significant because of the limited number of data per 
independent variable. In order to get a more valid model it was decided to merge variables    
until     into one variable called “undesirable initial state of CP at pick location and/or roll 
cage”.  

Appendix I2 also displays the results of the adjusted regression model. Formula 8 and Table 27 
show an overview of description of the new variables. 

 

                            [8] 

 

   The grabbing time (in seconds) per x number of consumer units to be grabbed 

   
1 = 4 CU’s are grabbed,  

0 = 2 CU’s are grabbed 

   
1 = 3 CU’s are grabbed,  

0 = 2 CU’s are grabbed 

   
1 = additional operation executed by picker, 

0 = no additional operation executed by picker 

   
1 = undesirable initial state of CP at pick location and/or roll cage 

0 = otherwise  

TABLE 27: OVERVIEW INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF NEW MODEL 

The results show that there is a significant positive relation between variable    and the 
dependent variable. This means that when the initial state of the CP at pick location and/or 
roll cage is undesirable it results in more grabbing time. Furthermore it can be seen that 
variable    is very high correlated with   (r = 0,962). So, an additional operation is (almost) 
always executed when the initial state of the CP at the pick location and/or roll cage is 
undesirable.  

APPENDIX I2: ASSUMPTIONS MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
Normality of error distribution 

The following two figure indicate that the errors are normally distributed 
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Homoscedasticity: 

 
 
Linearity: 
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Correlations 

  Totale 
tijd 

2 vs 4 
stuks 

2 vs 3 
stuks 

extra 
handeling 

RC 
zit 

vol - 
rek ≠ 
2 - 2 

GenoegRuimte 
- rek < 2 - 2 

GenoegRuimte_onder 
- rek ≥2 - 2 

RC 
zit 

vol - 
rek ≠ 
3 - 3 

GenoegRuimte 
- rek < 3 - 3 

RC 
zit 

vol - 
rek ≠ 
4 - 4 

GenoegRui
mte - rek ≠ 

4 - 4 

GenoegRui
mte - rek = 

4 - 4 

Pearson 
Correlation 

Totale tijd 1,000 ,533 ,026 ,640 ,223 -,082 ,047 ,026   ,319 ,307 ,587 

2 vs 4 stuks ,533 1,000 -,091 ,135 -,251 -,064 -,165 -,091   ,306 ,713 ,306 

2 vs 3 stuks ,026 -,091 1,000 ,192 -,110 -,028 -,072 1,000   -,028 -,065 -,028 

extra handeling ,640 ,135 ,192 1,000 ,527 ,135 ,348 ,192   ,135 ,183 ,135 

RC zit vol - rek ≠ 2 - 2 ,223 -,251 -,110 ,527 1,000 -,077 -,198 -,110   -,077 -,179 -,077 

GenoegRuimte - rek 
< 2 - 2 

-,082 -,064 -,028 ,135 -,077 1,000 -,051 -,028   -,020 -,046 -,020 

GenoegRuimte_onder 
- rek ≥2 - 2 

,047 -,165 -,072 ,348 -,198 -,051 1,000 -,072   -,051 -,118 -,051 

RC zit vol - rek ≠ 3 - 3 ,026 -,091 1,000 ,192 -,110 -,028 -,072 1,000   -,028 -,065 -,028 

GenoegRuimte - rek 
< 3 - 3 

                1,000       

RC zit vol - rek ≠ 4 - 4 ,319 ,306 -,028 ,135 -,077 -,020 -,051 -,028   1,000 -,046 -,020 

GenoegRuimte - rek 
≠ 4 - 4 

,307 ,713 -,065 ,183 -,179 -,046 -,118 -,065   -,046 1,000 -,046 
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GenoegRuimte - rek 
= 4 - 4 

,587 ,306 -,028 ,135 -,077 -,020 -,051 -,028   -,020 -,046 1,000 

Sig. (1-
tailed) 

Totale tijd   ,000 ,428 ,000 ,056 ,281 ,372 ,428 0,000 ,010 ,013 ,000 

2 vs 4 stuks ,000   ,259 ,170 ,037 ,326 ,121 ,259 0,000 ,014 ,000 ,014 

2 vs 3 stuks ,428 ,259   ,086 ,220 ,422 ,305 0,000 0,000 ,422 ,323 ,422 

extra handeling ,000 ,170 ,086   ,000 ,170 ,006 ,086 0,000 ,170 ,097 ,170 

RC zit vol - rek ≠ 2 - 2 ,056 ,037 ,220 ,000   ,294 ,080 ,220 0,000 ,294 ,103 ,294 

GenoegRuimte - rek 
< 2 - 2 

,281 ,326 ,422 ,170 ,294   ,361 ,422 0,000 ,445 ,374 ,445 

GenoegRuimte_onder 
- rek ≥2 - 2 

,372 ,121 ,305 ,006 ,080 ,361   ,305 0,000 ,361 ,203 ,361 

RC zit vol - rek ≠ 3 - 3 ,428 ,259 0,000 ,086 ,220 ,422 ,305   0,000 ,422 ,323 ,422 

GenoegRuimte - rek 
< 3 - 3 

0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000   0,000 0,000 0,000 

RC zit vol - rek ≠ 4 - 4 ,010 ,014 ,422 ,170 ,294 ,445 ,361 ,422 0,000   ,374 ,445 

GenoegRuimte - rek 
≠ 4 - 4 

,013 ,000 ,323 ,097 ,103 ,374 ,203 ,323 0,000 ,374   ,374 

GenoegRuimte - rek 
= 4 - 4 

,000 ,014 ,422 ,170 ,294 ,445 ,361 ,422 0,000 ,445 ,374   
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Correlations 

  
Totale 

tijd 
2 vs 4 
stuks 

2 vs 3 
stuks 

extra 
handeling 

Beginstaat 
picklocatie 

en 
rolcontainer 

ONGUNSTIG 

Pearson 
Correlation 

Totale tijd 1,000 ,533 ,026 ,640 ,637 

2 vs 4 stuks 
,533 1,000 -,091 ,135 ,220 

2 vs 3 stuks 
,026 -,091 1,000 ,192 ,185 

extra 
handeling ,640 ,135 ,192 1,000 ,962 

Beginstaat 
picklocatie 
en 
rolcontainer 
ONGUNSTIG 

,637 ,220 ,185 ,962 1,000 

Sig. (1-
tailed) 

Totale tijd   ,000 ,428 ,000 ,000 

2 vs 4 stuks 
,000   ,259 ,170 ,059 

2 vs 3 stuks 
,428 ,259   ,086 ,094 

extra 
handeling ,000 ,170 ,086   ,000 

Beginstaat 
picklocatie 
en 
rolcontainer 
ONGUNSTIG ,000 ,059 ,094 ,000   
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APPENDIX I3: DESCRIPTION OF COMBINATIONS OF FACTORS 
This appendix explains the combinations of factors used in multiple regression. Ample 
capacity means there is place for CU’s in the CP on top and/or in the CP underneath the CP on 
top. 

ORDER PICKER GRABS 2 CU 

Assumed to cause additional operations, when order picker needs to pick 2 CU’s: 

     CP IS FULL AT ROLL CAGE –  NUMBER OF CU  IN CP  AT PICK LOCATION ≠ 2 –  2 
The CP at the roll cage is full and the CP at the pick location is not equal to 2. 
Therefore, it is necessary to compose a CP including 2 CU’s at the pick location. 

     AMPLE CAPACITY IN CP AT ROLL CAGE –  NUMBER OF CU  IN CP AT PICK LOCATION < 2 –  2 
There is enough capacity in the CP at the roll cage to put 2 CE. However there are 
fewer CU’s in the CP at the pick location than needed. Additional operation is 
executed to compose a CP including 2 CU’s at the pick location.  

     AMPLE CAPACITY IN CP AT ROLL CAGE –  NUMBER OF CU  IN CP AT PICK LOCATION ≥ 2 –  2 
It is required for order pickers to fill each CP to the maximum in order to obtain high 
utilization of capacity for the roll cages. Sometimes there are 2 CP’s in the roll cage 
with ample capacity, i.e. the CP on top of the roll cage and one CP below. When the 
number of CU’s in the CP at the pick location is equal to 2, additional operations are 
needed to maximize the utilization of capacity for the roll cage. Furthermore, it is 
always necessary to compose a CP, if the number of CU’s in the CP at the pick location 
is more than 2. 

Assumed to cause no additional operations, when order picker needs to pick 2 CU’s: 

 CP IS FULL AT ROLL CAGE –  NUMBER OF CU  IN CP  AT PICK LOCATION = 2 –  2 

The CP at the roll cage is full and the CP at the pick location is equal to 2. Therefore, it 
is possible to grab one CP with 2 CU at once, without additional operations at the pick 
location or at the roll cage. 

ORDER PICKER GRABS 3 CU 

Assumed to cause additional operations, when order picker needs to pick 3 CU’s: 

     CP IS FULL AT ROLL CAGE –  NUMBER OF CU  IN CP  AT PICK LOCATION ≠ 3 –  3 
The CP at the roll cage is full and the CP at the pick location is not equal to 3. 
Therefore, it is necessary to compose a CP including 3 CU’s at the pick location.  

     AMPLE CAPACITY IN CP AT ROLL CAGE –  NUMBER OF CU  IN CP AT PICK LOCATION < 3  –  3 
There is enough capacity in the CP at the roll cage to put 3 CE. However there are 
fewer CU’s in the CP at the pick location than needed. Additional operation is 
executed to compose a CP including 3 CU’s at the pick location. Furthermore, 
additional operations can be executed at the CP underneath the CP on top of the roll 
cage in order to maximize the utilization of capacity. 
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Assumed to cause no additional operations, when order picker needs to pick 3 CU’s: 

 CP IS FULL AT ROLL CAGE –  NUMBER OF CU  IN CP  AT PICK LOCATION ≠ 3 –  3 

The CP at the roll cage is full and the CP at the pick location is equal to 3. Therefore, it 
is possible to grab one CP with 3 CU at once without additional operations at the pick 
location or at the roll cage. 

 AMPLE CAPACITY IN CP AT ROLL CAGE –  NUMBER OF CU  IN CP AT PICK LOCATION ≥ 3  –  3 

There is enough capacity in the CP at the roll cage to put 3 CE. The order picker will 
pick and put 3 CU’s in the CP on top of the roll cage. Additional operation is necessary 
if there is ample capacity in the CP underneath the CP on top of the roll cage. 
However, this combination did not appear during video recording and is for that 
reason not included in the regression model. 

ORDER PICKER GRABS 4 CU 

Assumed to cause additional operations, when order picker needs to pick 4 CU’s: 

     CP IS FULL AT ROLL CAGE – NUMBER OF CU IN CP AT PICK LOCATION ≠ 4 – 4 
The CP at the roll cage is full and the CP at the pick location is not equal to 4. 
Therefore, it is necessary to compose a CP including 4 CU’s at the pick location.  

      AMPLE CAPACITY IN CP AT ROLL CAGE – NUMBER OF CU IN CP AT PICK 

LOCATION ≠ 4 – 4 
There is enough capacity in the CP at the roll cage to put 4 CU. If the number of CU in 
the CP at the pick location is less than 4 it is always necessary to execute an additional 
operation at the pick location to compose a CP of 4 CU’s. Furthermore, it is necessary 
to execute additional operations at the roll cage when the number of CU in the CP at 
the pick location is more than 4. The maximum number of CU in one case pack is in 
70% of the time 4 CU. So if there is still capacity left in the CP at the roll cage 
(meaning there is place for 1, 2, or 3 CU) it will never be enough to put 4 CU. As a 
solution, the CP underneath the CP on top of the roll cage is filled to maximize the 
utilization of capacity.  

      AMPLE CAPACITY IN CP AT ROLL CAGE – NUMBER OF CU IN CP AT PICK 

LOCATION = 4 – 4 
There is enough capacity in the CP at the roll cage to put 4 CU. Order pickers will grab 
1 CP including 4 CU’s. Then they also fill the CP underneath the CP on top of the roll 
cage, since order pickers are required to maximize the utilization of capacity.  

Assumed to cause no additional operations, when order picker needs to pick 4 CU’s: 

 CP IS FULL AT ROLL CAGE –  NUMBER OF CU  IN CP  AT PICK LOCATION = 4 –  4 

The CP at the roll cage is full and the CP at the pick location is equal to 4. Therefore, it 
is possible to grab one CP with 4 CU at once, without additional operations at the pick 
location or at the roll cage. 
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APPENDIX J: SALES RATES WITH ORDER SIZE OF 1, 2, 3, AND 4 CU’S 
Description of SKU 1 CU 2 CU’s 3 CU’s 4 CU’s Totaal 

403466 MIHOEN GORENG MET BABI 
KETJAP 510 392 59 45 1011 

403468 KOE LOE YUK MET KANTON 
RIJST 251 164 10 5 431 

403470 INDISCHE NASI  BK 350GR 199 222 33 97 603 

403472 INDISCHE BAMI  BK 350GR 239 228 26 99 655 

566104 PLO BAMI GORENG  BK 1KG 9 1067 4 458 1679 

566105 PLO BAMI GORENG BABI 
PANGANG 26 1164 7 563 1908 

566106 PLO BAMI GORENG MET FOE 
YONG 3 799 0 87 893 

566107 PLO BAMI GORENG MET SATE 
AJAM 6 1197 3 560 1896 

566109 PLO MIHOEN GORENG  BK 1KG 2 702 0 152 865 

566110 PLO NASI GORENG 1000GR 4 950 0 332 1332 

566111 PLO NASI GORENG EN BABI 
PANGAN 3 1058 1 438 1569 

566113 PLO NASI GORENG MET SATE 
AJAM 3 1124 2 554 1796 

566116 PLI LASAGNE BOL 
VOORDEELVERPAK 7 984 2 287 1329 

566117 PLI LASAGNE BOLOGNESE  BK 
400 7 812 2 527 1749 

566118 PLI LASAGNE VERDE 1KG 2 237 0 14 253 

666033 PLI TAGLIATELLE CARBONARA 
450 1 650 0 68 721 

666035 PLI PENNE RIGATE GEROOKTE 
ZALM 4 882 0 156 1056 

666039 PLI LASAGNE VERDE  BK 400GR 1 680 0 142 891 

666041 PLI ZALM LASAGNE  BK 400GR 3 588 1 114 758 

666059 PLI LASAGNE BOLOGNESE RIJK 
GE 1 355 1 91 496 

666155 PLH PREI STAMPPOT MET 
SPEKJES 2 302 0 59 376 

666157 PLH ANDIJVIE STAMPPOT 
SPEKJESE 4 441 3 135 607 

666158 PLH ANDIJVIE MET BAL 
GEHAKT 3 607 0 201 859 

666159 PLH BOERENKOOL STAMPP 
SPEKJES 9 602 3 259 965 

666161 PLH SPINAZIE STAMPP 
HAMBURGER 2 476 1 109 604 

666163 PLH ANDIJVIE STAMPP MET 
SPEKJE 6 320 0 20 347 

666166 PLH RODE BIETJES MET 
SPEKLAP 5 437 1 26 471 

666167 PLH TUINBONEN MET 10 460 0 29 499 
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HAMLAPJE 

666168 PLH BLOEMKOOL MET 
GEHAKTBAL 12 783 3 154 969 

666169 PLH RODE KOOL HACHEE EN 
APPEL 3 172 0 37 213 

666172 PLH SPERZIEBONEN MET 
SLAVINK 1 359 1 19 379 

666173 PLH STOOFPEERTJES 
RUNDERLAP 1 542 0 42 585 

666174 PLH SPRUITJES MET SLAVINK 4 426 2 143 610 

666175 PLH BROCCOLI MET KAASSAUS 2 470 0 54 531 

666176 PLH SNIJBONEN MET KIPFILET 4 397 0 30 430 

666179 PLH HUTSPOT MET 2 
RUNDVLEES 1 324 0 21 349 

666182 PLH ZUURKOOL ROOKWORST 
500G 2 86 0 7 94 

666183 PLH HUTSPOT RUNDERLAPJE 
500G 8 403 0 153 615 

666252 PLH SPINAZIE A LA CREME MET 
K 5 536 0 258 890 

666255 PLUS BABI PANGANG  BK 400GR 1 369 0 12 387 

666257 PLUS SATE AJAM  BK 350GR 3 2 0 150 2 

666296 PLH SPINAZIE KIPFILET KRIEL. 1 892 1 95 1070 

666298 PLH WORTEL EN ERWT 
FILETLAPJE 1 833 2 21 952 

666296 PLH SPINAZIE KIPFILET KRIEL. 0 403 0 32 427 

666298 PLH WORTEL EN ERWT 
FILETLAPJE 0 498 0 8 536 

666309 PLW TIKKA MASALA GEKL. 
RIJST 264 181 18 11 472 

666318 PLW JAPANSE TERIYAKI 
MIHOEN 336 214 18 3 579 

666319 PLI SPAGHETTI NAPOLITANA 186 119 5 6 313 

666320 PLI PASTA MASCARPONE 280 176 8 34 470 

666347 PLS ROTI HINDOESTAANS MET 
KIP 274 243 47 5 617 

666349 PLS DUNNE BAMI CREOOLS 
RUNDVL. 145 116 10 13 277 

666351 PLS JAVAANSE BAMI JAVAANSE 
KIP 236 130 23 26 402 

666355 GIJS ZUURKOOLSTAMPPOT  BK 
500G 350 367 56 79 828 

666359 GIJS BOERENKNOL STAMPPOT 5 603 1 10 697 

666364 DAGING RENDANG RIJST 
BOONTJES 2 226 0 9 239 

666365 TJAP TJOY VEGETARISCH 2 196 0 7 209 

666811 PLW KIP TANDOORI EN GELE 
RIJST 1 261 1 6 270 

666815 PLW CHILI CON CARNE RIJST 4 221 0 4 231 
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666816 PLW HONGAARSE GOULASH 
EN RIJST 3 241 1 0 249 

 

APPENDIX K: MARK DOWN EXAMPLE 
Examination of 2 CU’s at retailer A:  

 One CU is marked down on the day before the expiration date 

 One CU is not marked down on the day before the expiration date 

This example is based on the assumption that a CU, which is marked down, is more likely to 
be sold on the day before the expiration date than a CU which is not marked down. According 
to an expert opinion, the probability to sell a CU which is marked down on the day before 
expiration date is 40% and the probability to sell a CU which is not marked down on the day 
before expiration date is less than 10%. This is a relative decrease of 75%. By determining the 
total cost per CU (marked down and not marked down) taking into account the probability to 
sell the CU, it is possible to draw a first assessment whether or not it is advantageous to mark 
down. 

The total costs are shown in the tables below. The first table displays the margin when the CU 
is marked down. The second table show the margin when CU is not marked down. The 
discount used is 35% per cent. The variable p represents the probability to sell a CU which is 
marked down on the day before expiration date. As mentioned, the relative decrease in 
probability to sell a CU which is not marked down is 75%. Furthermore, the cost price c is 
defined as the purchase price plus handling costs. The handling costs are based on data of 
retailer A. 

Cost components 
Selling price and costs 
in euro 

Selling price, marked down 
(35% korting) 

€ 3,25 

Purchase price € 3 

Handling costs (including 
marking down) 

€ 0,02 

margin € 0,23 

 

kosten componenten 
Selling price and costs 
in euro 

Selling price, not marked 
down 

€ 4,99 

Purchase price € 3 

Handling costs (exclusive 
marking down) 

€ 0,009 

margin € 1,98 

 

 p = the probability to sell a CU which is marked down on the day before expiration 
date 
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 q = (1-0,75)*p, the probability to sell a CU which is not marked down on the day before 
expiration date.  

 c = purchase price + handling costs 

The total costs are determined as follows: 

Total costs = p*margin – (1-p)*c 

The results (see tables below) show that the costs per CU are lower for the mark down method 
(€-1,72). Even if p changes, it still results in lower total costs. Therefore, it is understandable 
that retailers mark down products.  

probability to 
sell marked 
down CU's (p) 

probability to 
dispose waste 

Costs per 
CU 

0,3 0,7 €-2,05 

0,4 0,6 €-1,72 

0,5 0,5 €-1,40 

 

probability to 
sell CU's for 
regular price (1-
0,75)*p 

probability to 
dispose waste 

Costs per 
CU 

0,075 0,925 €-2,63 

0,1 0,9 €-2,51 

0,125 0,875 €-2,39 

 

APPENDIX L: OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THREE PLUS 

STORES 
Factoren Retailer A Retailer B Retailer C 

Refrigerator 4 shelves high; easily 
accessible for store 
clerk to stack the shelf. 
Similar design as 
retailer C but smaller. 

7 shelves high based 
on Briljant formula; 
better appearance of 
the store to the 
customer, but contains 
doors which make it 
more less accessible 
for the store clerks to 
stack the shelf 

5 shelves high; easily 
accessible for store clerk to 
stack the shelf. Similar 
design as retailer A but 
broader. 

# SKU stacked 20 SKU 25 SKU 35 SKU 

Load factor of roll 
cage 

25% 50% 75% 

Average case pack 
size 

2,15 CUs 2,6 CUs 2,83 CUs 
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Start location In front of refrigerator In front of refrigerator In front of refrigerator 

Max number of CU 
controlled per 

facing 

2 CUs  2 CUs 3 CUs 

Number of CU 
marked down 

6 CUs - 1 CUs 

Mark down 
methods 

Step 1: grab relevant 
CU’s out of the shelf 
during the control of 
expiration date.  
Step 2: scan and sticker 
CU’s after control of 
expiration date for all 
SKUs  
Step 3: Put back the 
CU’s in the shelves. 

- Step 1: grab relevant CU’s 
out of the shelf and scan 
immediately. 
Step 2: Continue control of 
expiration date for 
subsequent SKU’s while 
waiting on stickers out of 
the printer.  
Step 3: Interrupt the 
control of expiration date 
on SKUs and sticker the 
relevant CU’s 

Amount of 
outdating 

4 CUs 6 CUs 7 CUs  

Dispose waste 
methods 

Step 1: grab relevant 
CU’s out of the shelf 
during the control of 
expiration date.  
Step 2: scan CU’s after 
control of expiration 
date for all SKUs  
Step 3: dispose waste. 

Step 1: grab and scan 
relevant CU’s out of 
the shelf during the 
control of expiration 
date.  
Step 2: dispose waste. 

Step 1: grab relevant CU’s 
out of the shelf during the 
control of expiration date.  
Step 2: scan CU’s after 
control of expiration date 
for all SKUs  
Step 3: dispose waste. 

Methods of 
stacking process 

The store clerk walks 
with CU’s in his hands 
from the roll cage to 
the shelves and 
subsequently stacks the 
shelves. 

The store clerk walks 
with CU’s in his hands 
from the roll cage to 
the shelves and 
subsequently stacks 
the shelves. However 
when a case pack 
consists of CUs of one 
specific SKU then he 
walks with the case 
pack from the roll cage 
to the shelf. 

 

The store clerk walks with 
case packs in his hands 
from the roll cage to the 
shelves and subsequently 
stacks the shelves. 

 

APPENDIX M: DATA ANALYSIS OF HANDLING ACTIVITIES 
This section analyses the results of the average handling time per sub activity. Furthermore, 
the decision of retailer B to not mark down is analysed by using an example. Finally, the most 
important drivers behind the sub activities are presented. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF HANDLING ACTIVITIES 
Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the time distribution of handling activities for retailer B and C. 
As mentioned, retailer B did not spend time on the mark down process. Furthermore, the 
most important sub activities for retailer B and C are time to stack the shelf and time to search 
and walk. This is also the second and third important sub activity for retailer A. The following 
part of this section will analyse the time per sub activity between retailers. 

 

 

 

TIME TO STACK THE SHELF PER CU 
Table 28 shows the average time found to stack the shelf per CU for retailers A, B, and C. As 
can be seen, the average time increases as sales for convenience products increases. The 
reason for this result is the accessibility to stack the shelf.  

Type of 
retailer 

Average time to 
stack the shelf per 
CU 

Retailer A 1,4 s 

Retailer B 1,81 s 

Retailer C 2,18 s 
TABLE 28: AVERAGE TIME TO STACK THE SHELF 

Generally, the shelf is easily accessible for the store clerk after old inventory is put aside. Yet, 
sometimes the store clerk prefers to put new CU’s immediately behind the old inventory on 
the shelf. In that case, sub activity FIFO is skipped, which suggests savings in time of the total 
stacking process. However, stacking the shelf immediately behind the current inventory 
increases the average time of sub activity 1. The larger the number of CU’s per facing on the 
shelf (= old inventory) the more time it takes to stack the shelf immediately behind the old 
inventory. Figure 24 shows the results of time between the average number of CU’s per facing 

41% 

14% 

31% 

0% 14% 

Percentage of total time spend 
per subactivity for retailer B 

Time to stack the
shelf

Time to FIFO

Time to search and
walk to location

Time to mark down

Time to dispose
waste

42% 

18% 

29% 

4% 
7% 

Percentage of total time spend 
per sub activity for retailer C 

Time to stack the
shelf

Time to FIFO

Time to search and
walk to location

Time to mark down

Time to dispose
waste

FIGURE 23: TIME DISTRIBUTION OF SUB ACTIVITIES FOR 

RETAILER C 
FIGURE 22: TIME DISTRIBUTION OF SUBACTIVITIES FOR 

RETAILER B 
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for each retailer. The y-axis indicates the average time to stack the shelf per CU and the x-axis 
displays the average number of CU’s per facing per retailer. First, it can be seen that if there is 
an empty shelf (zero CU per facing) the average time to stack is about 1 second (1,0174 
seconds). Furthermore, the reason the average number of CU’s per facing at the shelf for 
retailer C is higher than it is for retailer A is because retailers with high sales for convenience 
products (= retailer C) need more (old) inventory on the shelf to fulfil the demand. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that there is a linear relation between the amount of sales per retailer and 
the average time to stack the shelf. So the general driver for sub activity 1 is the amount of 
sales per retailer.  

 

 

FIGURE 24: KEY DRIVER IS THE AMOUNT OF SALES PER RETAILER FOR SUB ACTIVITY 1 

 

TIME TO FIFO PER SKU 
The results of the average time to put old inventory aside and, after stacking new inventory, 
this old inventory back on the shelves are shown in Table 29. 

Type of retailer 
Average time to 
FIFO per SKU 

Retailer A 1,28 s 

Retailer B 1,56 s 

Retailer C 2,66 s 
TABLE 29: OVERVIEW OF AVERAGE TIME IN SECONDS FOR SUB ACTVITY 2 

As a typical matter, the number of current CU’s (= old inventory) per facing influences the 
average time of sub activity 2. The larger the number of current CU’s per facing on the shelf 
the more time it takes to execute sub activity 2.  Figure 25 shows a linear relationship between 
the average time to FIFO and the average number of CU’s per facing, taking into account the 
retailers. Retailers with high sales for convenience products need more (old) inventory on the 
shelf to fulfil the demand. Therefore the same conclusion concerning sub activity 1 can be 
drawn, which is that the key driver for sub activity 2 is the amount of sales per retailer. 
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Note that if there was an empty shelf (zero CU per facing) the average time to FIFO was about 
0,45 seconds. This can be explained by the fact that store clerks also execute the activity 
straightening during sub activity 2. This activity creates the look of a perfectly stocked store by 
pulling all the CU’s on the shelf to the front. So, sub activity 2 exists of the time to FIFO and 
the time to straighten the old inventory on the shelf. 

 

 

FIGURE 25: KEY DRIVER IS THE AMOUNT OF SALES PER RETAILER FOR SUB ACTIVITY 2 

TIME TO SEARCH AND WALK PER SKU 
The results of the third sub activity are shown in Table 30. The average time to search and 
walk depends on the distance to walk.  

Type of retailer Average time to 
search and walk 
per SKU 

Retailer A 2,55 s 

Retailer B 3,28 s 

Retailer C 4,43 s 
TABLE 30: OVERVIEW OF AVERAGE TIME IN SECONDS FOR SUB ACTVITY 3 

Appendix D1 already mentioned that retailer C has a broader refrigerator than retailer A. 
Figure 26 confirms this by showing the results of the average time to search and walk per 
retailer versus the length of refrigerator per retailer (in meters). The larger the refrigerator the 
more time needed to execute sub activity 3. Furthermore, the specific sub-time “search” is the 
time left when the length of the refrigerator is zero, which is 0,42 seconds. In addition, this 
specific time will be higher for non-experienced store clerks, since they have to get used to 
find the right shelf location per SKU.  

Furthermore, the length of the refrigerator depends on the number of SKU’s on the shelves: 
more SKU’s need larger refrigerators. As mentioned before, retailers with a large amount of 
sales for convenience products have more SKU’s in their assortment. Therefore it can be 
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concluded that the larger the amount of sales per retailer the more time needed to execute sub 
activity 3.  

 

FIGURE 26: KEY DRIVER IS THE AMOUNT OF SALES PER RETAILER FOR SUB ACTIVITY 3 

TIME TO MARK DOWN PER CU 
Table 31 shows the results of the average time to mark down per CU per retailer. The store 
clerk at retailer B does not execute the mark down activity, which is indicated as zero seconds.  
The average time to mark down for retailer A is much higher than for retailer B. As mentioned 
in appendix D1, different methods are used to mark down. It can be concluded that the 
method used by retailer C is more efficient than the method used by retailer A. So the key 
driver of sub activity 4 is the method used by the store clerk. 

Type of retailer 

Average time 
to mark down 
per CU 

Retailer A 28,17 s 

Retailer B 0 s 

Retailer C 22 s 
TABLE 31: OVERVIEW OF AVERAGE TIME IN SECONDS FOR SUB ACTVITY 4 

TIME TO DISPOSE WASTE PER CU 
Table 32 shows the results of the average time to dispose waste per CU per retailer. The store 
clerk of retailer B was not recorded from start until end during the execution of the sub 
activity, which explains the remarkable low time for sub activity 5. Therefore the time to 
dispose waste for retailer B is inaccurate and will be ignored during further analysis. 
Furthermore, it can be concluded that the method used by the store clerk is essential for 
efficient execution of sub activity 5.  

Type of retailer 
Time to dispose 
waste per CU 

Retailer A 13,25 s 

Retailer B 8 s 

Retailer C 15,5 s 
TABLE 32: OVERVIEW OF AVERAGE TIME IN SECONDS FOR SUB ACTVITY 5 
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APPENDIX N: AVERAGE TIME PER SUB ACTIVITY FOR PLUS STORES IN MODEL 
This appendix displays the average time per sub activity for the PLUS stores used for the 
model. 

Sub 
activities 

Average time (in 
seconds) 

   
1,80 s 

   
3,42 s 

   
5,5 s 

   
22 s 

   
13,25 s 

 

APPENDIX O: EXPIRATION DATE 
The figure below shows an example of the expiration date used in the mathematical model. 
The formulas of van Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2012) determine the relative outdating after 
18-1-2014. However, the expected number of CU’s which are marked down are needed. PLUS 
stores are not allowed to sell SKU’s on the expiration date (this means no SKUs in store on 
date 18-1-2014, which is the space between 17-1-2014 and 18-1-2014). Therefore store clerks need 
to mark down before 17-1-2014 starts. For this reason an adjustment has been made in the tool 
by extracting 2 days from the expiration date. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

APPENDIX P: GRABBING TIMES HB IN MODEL 
Appendix E analyzes the average grabbing times found for grabbing a limited number of CU’s 
(until 4 CU’s). This research project needs also average grabbing times for more than 4 CU’s. 
The maximum number of CU’s grabbed at HB is 8 CU’s. Therefore, this research is assumed to 
be limited for determining acceptable average grabbing times grabbing 5, 6, 7, and 8 CU’s. The 

8-1-2014 18-1-2014

9-1-2014 10-1-2014 11-1-2014 12-1-2014 13-1-2014 14-1-2014 15-1-2014 16-1-2014 17-1-2014

Determination amount 
of outdating using 

standard tool
Shelf life -1 dayShelf life – 2 days
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percentage of occurrence for grabbing 5 and 7 CU’s is 0% (see figures below), indicating there 
is too few data available to determine an average grabbing time.  

 

 

However, there is sufficient data available to determine the average grabbing time for 6 and 8 
CU’s (see table below).  

Number of 
CU’s 

Average grabbing 
time (in seconds) 

1 CU 4,56 s 

2 CU’s 4,89 s 

3 CU’s 5,87 s 

4 CU’s 6,91 s 

5 CU’s  NB 

6 CU’s 8,48 s 

7 CU’s NB 

8 CU’s 8,54 s 

 

As has been observed earlier (appendix E), the average grabbing time for 3 CU’s and 4 CU’s 
increases in such level that it causes stagnation in the decrease for the average grabbing time 
per CU. This trend seems to continue for 6 CU’s and 8 CU’s: the higher the number of CU’s 
grabbed the smaller the decrease in average grabbing time per CU. Therefore, the difference 

94% 

5% 1% 0% 

Percentage of occurence per number of 
CP grabbed 

1 CP

2 CP's

3 CP's

4 CP's

9% 

69% 

1% 
17% 

0% 
3% 0% 1% 

Percentage of occurrence per number of 
CU's grabbed 

1 CU

2 CU

3 CU

4 CU

5 CU
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between average grabbing times from 3 CU’s until 8 CU’s can be modelled using geometric 
series (see formula below). 

  ∑
 

      

   

   
 

 

Number 
of CP’s 

Average 
grabbing time 

(in seconds 

1 CP 3,77 s 

2 CP’s 4,21 s 
AVERAGE GRABBING TIMES USED IN MODEL FOR 1 AND 2 CP’S 

 

 

Number 
of CU’s 

Average 
grabbing time 
(in seconds) 

1 CU 4,56 s 

2 CU’s 4,89 s 

3 CU’s 5,87 s 

4 CU’s 6,91 s 

5 CU’s 7,48 s 

6 CU’s 8,03 s 

7 CU’s 8,47 s 

8 CU’s 8,83 s 
AVERAGE GRABBING TIMES USED IN MODEL FOR 1 UNTIL 8 CU’S 

 

APPENDIX Q: INVENTORY CONTROL POLICY, EWA & (R,S,S) POLICY 
The input parameters of both policies are shown below: 

Lead time 1 

Review period 1 

Shelf life ( ) 9,12,14 

FIFO TRUE 

c1 1,214 

c2 0,558 

Number of days open a week 7 

Discount rate ( ) 0,35 

Selling price (  ) 3,29 

Purchasing price (   ) 2,068 

Rate of CU’s not marked down 
which are sold (     ) 

0,1 
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Including the fill rate penalty (cost factor = 1): 
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APPENDIX R: DEVELOPMENT OF PENALTY COST VS COST OF WASTE 
The amount of outdating, for MOQ = 2, increases again when the reorder level is rounded up 
from 3,5 to 4, which should result in higher total minimal yearly costs. However, the fill rate 
penalty cost decreases more. Consequently, the total minimal yearly cost also decreases, 
resulting in an optimal order size of MOQ = 2 when average daily demand is between 
                . 
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APPENDIX S: PIZZA TOSCANA MOQ-SIZES 
The optimal MOQ-sizes for each PLUS store are shown in the table below. The names of the 
PLUS stores are not shown, because of confidentiality. 

Mean daily 
demand (in CU) 

Current CP 
size 

Optimal MOQ-
size 

1,693820225 3 7 

1,241573034 3 5 

1,191011236 3 5 

1,163841808 3 5 

1,132394366 3 5 

1,120448179 3 4 

0,74084507 3 2 

0,738028169 3 2 

0,736543909 3 2 

0,730878187 3 2 

1,873239437 3 7 

1,084745763 3 4 

0,721264368 3 3 

0,715492958 3 3 

0,714285714 3 3 

1,070422535 3 4 

0,711864407 3 3 

0,710674157 3 3 

0,700564972 3 3 

0,696629213 3 3 

0,694915254 3 3 

1,044692737 3 4 

0,687679083 3 3 

0,683473389 3 3 

0,673239437 3 3 

0,667613636 3 3 

0,661016949 3 3 

0,658263305 3 3 

0,65819209 3 3 

0,657303371 3 3 

1,360335196 3 5 

1,359550562 3 5 

0,654494382 3 3 

0,653631285 3 3 

0,994334278 3 4 

0,648044693 3 3 

0,646067416 3 3 

0,633053221 3 3 

0,632022472 3 3 
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0,963483146 3 4 

0,963380282 3 4 

0,960674157 3 4 

0,620786517 3 3 

0,612535613 3 3 

0,609065156 3 3 

0,608450704 3 3 

0,935393258 3 4 

0,606145251 3 3 

0,603399433 3 3 

0,598870056 3 3 

0,592696629 3 3 

0,585915493 3 3 

0,907303371 3 4 

0,579831933 3 3 

0,57925072 3 3 

0,574647887 3 3 

0,574647887 3 3 

0,889830508 3 4 

0,887323944 3 4 

0,887323944 3 4 

0,569405099 3 3 

0,557803468 3 3 

0,54674221 3 3 

0,543909348 3 3 

0,850282486 3 4 

0,542134831 3 3 

0,539548023 3 3 

0,536516854 3 3 

0,842253521 3 4 

0,535714286 3 3 

0,533898305 3 3 

0,831460674 3 4 

0,51754386 3 3 

0,516949153 3 3 

0,516853933 3 3 

0,50997151 3 3 

0,507042254 3 3 

0,507002801 3 3 

0,505747126 3 3 

0,502824859 3 3 

0,796033994 3 2 

0,249240122 3 1 

0,248587571 3 1 

0,497191011 3 3 
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0,246478873 3 1 

0,784313725 3 2 

0,244186047 3 1 

0,488700565 3 3 

0,242937853 3 1 

0,240793201 3 1 

0,484419263 3 3 

0,483050847 3 3 

0,238095238 3 1 

0,478873239 3 3 

0,763380282 3 2 

0,475783476 3 3 

0,233050847 3 1 

0,471910112 3 1 

0,753541076 3 2 

0,228813559 3 1 

0,463276836 3 1 

0,460451977 3 1 

0,225988701 3 1 

0,460227273 3 1 

0,225146199 3 1 

0,458689459 3 1 

0,454545455 3 1 

0,221288515 3 1 

0,450980392 3 1 

0,450581395 3 1 

0,447293447 3 1 

0,217948718 3 1 

0,217765043 3 1 

0,445714286 3 1 

0,216763006 3 1 

0,444759207 3 1 

0,216606498 3 1 

0,443502825 3 1 

0,440677966 3 1 

0,440340909 3 1 

0,213068182 3 1 

0,437142857 3 1 

0,436781609 3 1 

0,435393258 3 1 

0,433427762 3 1 

0,209944751 3 1 

0,208333333 3 1 

0,429378531 3 1 

0,428977273 3 1 
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0,207386364 3 1 

0,42776204 3 1 

0,205797101 3 1 

0,424929178 3 1 

0,420289855 3 1 

0,202247191 3 1 

0,419354839 3 1 

0,418539326 3 1 

0,201183432 3 1 

0,411764706 3 1 

0,41025641 3 1 

0,405633803 3 1 

0,192307692 3 1 

0,402266289 3 1 

0,19 3 1 

0,395480226 3 1 

0,394366197 3 1 

0,186968839 3 1 

0,391428571 3 1 

0,184971098 3 1 

0,388101983 3 1 

0,385714286 3 1 

0,178947368 3 1 

0,178674352 3 1 

0,376404494 3 1 

0,375706215 3 1 

0,370262391 3 1 

0,370056497 3 1 

0,36809816 3 1 

0,367231638 3 1 

0,171686747 3 1 

0,366197183 3 1 

0,170289855 3 1 

0,362359551 3 1 

0,361581921 3 1 

0,360230548 3 1 

0,358757062 3 1 

0,358381503 3 1 

0,356125356 3 1 

0,164705882 3 1 

0,1640625 3 1 

0,351274788 3 1 

0,351123596 3 1 

0,346590909 3 1 

0,16064257 3 1 
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0,345609065 3 1 

0,345070423 3 1 

0,156342183 3 1 

0,155279503 3 1 

0,335243553 3 1 

0,154494382 3 1 

0,333333333 3 1 

0,332394366 3 1 

0,325779037 3 1 

0,325714286 3 1 

0,323232323 3 1 

0,322674419 3 1 

0,319088319 3 1 

0,318309859 3 1 

0,145214521 3 1 

0,317567568 3 1 

0,31741573 3 1 

0,143426295 3 1 

0,311239193 3 1 

0,30994152 3 1 

0,309659091 3 1 

0,306358382 3 1 

0,303116147 3 1 

0,137254902 3 1 

0,301136364 3 1 

0,299435028 3 1 

0,130136986 3 1 

0,129213483 3 1 

0,128113879 3 1 

0,127659574 3 1 

0,125 3 1 

0,120689655 3 1 

0,263157895 3 1 

0,115384615 3 1 

0,258522727 3 1 

0,257790368 3 1 

0,257062147 3 1 

0,25 3 1 

0,109195402 3 1 

0,105084746 3 1 

0,105084746 3 1 

0,103658537 3 1 

0,094827586 3 1 

0,085470085 3 1 

0,083018868 3 1 
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0,078947368 3 1 

0,078078078 3 1 

0,052805281 3 1 

 

APPENDIX T: CHANGE IN MINIMAL INVENTORY LEVEL 
The figures below show the minimal yearly costs for (R,s,S) policy when minimal inventory 
changes and m = 9: 
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APPENDIX U: OPTIMA FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF M_SOLD 
Different values of m_sold: 
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(R,s,S)-policy; minimal inventory = 3 
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Average daily demand per SKU per store: mu_day 

Optima for different values of m_sold: m = 12 

optimum (m_sold = 0)

optimum (base = 0,1)

optimum (m_sold = 0,2)

optimum (m_sold =0,3)

optimum (m_sold =0,6)
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average daily demand per SKU per store: mu_day 

Optima for different values of m_sold; m = 14  

optimum (m_sold = 0)

optimum (base = 0,1)

optimum (m_sold = 0,2)

optimum (m_sold =0,3)

optimum (m_sold =0,6)


